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ABSTRACT

River bridge scour is an erosion process in which flowing water removes
sediment materials (such as sand, rocks) from a bridge foundation, river beds and banks.
As a result, the level of the riverbed near a bridge pier is lowering such that the bridge
foundation stability can be compromised, and the bridge can collapse. The scour is a
dynamic process, which can accelerate rapidly during a flood event. Thus, regular
monitoring of the scour progress is necessary to be performed at most river bridges.
Present techniques are usually expensive, require large man/hour efforts, and often lack
the real-time monitoring capabilities.
In this dissertation a new method – ‘Smart Rocks Network for bridge scour
monitoring’ is introduced. The method is based on distributed wireless sensors embedded
in ground underwater nearby the bridge pillars. The sensor nodes are unconstrained in
movement, are equipped with years-lasting batteries and intelligent custom designed
electronics, which minimizes power consumption during operation and communication.
The electronic part consists of a microcontroller, communication interfaces, orientation
and environment sensors (such as are accelerometer, magnetometer, temperature and
pressure sensors), supporting power supplies and circuitries. Embedded in the soil nearby
a bridge pillar the Smart Rocks can move/drift together with the sediments, and act as the
free agent probes transmitting the unique signature signals to the base-station monitors.
Individual movement of a Smart Rock can be remotely detected processing the
orientation sensors reading. This can give an indication of the on-going scour progress,
and set a flag for the on-site inspection. The map of the deployed Smart Rocks Network
can be obtained utilizing the custom developed in-network communication protocol with
signals intensity (RSSI) analysis. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is applied for map
reconstruction. Analysis of the map can provide detailed insight into the scour progress
and topology. Smart Rocks Network wireless communication is based on the magnetoinductive (MI) link, at low (125 KHz) frequency, allowing for signal to penetrate through
the water, rocks, and the bridge structure. The dissertation describes the Smart Rocks
Network implementation, its electronic design and the electromagnetic/computational
intelligence techniques used for the network mapping.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. SCOUR PROBLEM
River bridge scour is an erosion process in which flowing water removes
sediment materials (such as sand, rocks) from a bridge foundation, riverbeds, and banks.
As a result, the level of the riverbed near a bridge pier is lowering such that the bridge
foundation stability can be compromised, and the bridge can collapse. In the U.S. Federal
Highway Administration survey (1991) of more than 800 bridges since 1950, it was
found that more than 60% of the bridge failures were associated with the river flow
hydraulics and the resulting scour. It is estimated, that more than 50 bridges are affected
each year in the USA, leading to enormous damages topping hundreds of millions US
dollars per event, and creating life-threatening situations in case of rapid structure
stability degradation for bridges that are in use [1].
A scour - lowering of the riverbed level by water erosion – can be considered as a
cumulative effect of different types of processes – general (or degradational) scour,
contraction scour and local scour [2].
The general scour happens regardless of the presence of a bridge and may occur
as a short-term or long-term process, depending on the time of the scour development.
Short-term general scour is often caused by a flood event, or by series of floods. The
long-term scour can take several years and involve progressive degradation and lateral
bank shift or erosion. These can be related to human activities or natural changes in the
drainage area / river basin.
The contraction scour and local scour are both associated with the bridge and can
be referred as the localized scour.
The contraction scour is caused by the water flow speed increase as it moves
through the bridge opening, which is usually narrower than the natural channel of the
river. It results in the removal of the sediments from both the riverbed and the sides of the
river.
The local scour is a result of the flow interference with the piers and the
abutments (a pier is a pillar of the bridge support; an abutment is a support structure at
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the ends of a bridge). The local scour creates scour hole right at the locations of the
bridge supporting structures.
The amount of the riverbed level reduction below a natural level is referred a
scour depth.
Figure 1.1 illustrates several types of a scour possible occurrence at a bridge river
crossing. The beige color shows initial ground foundations of a bridge. The red dashed
line shows possible riverbed boundary after a flood.

Figure 1.1 Different types of scour occurring at a river bridge

Bridge collapses could occur rapidly in hours or days time span. To prevent them
and arrange a timely response with a scour mitigation strategy the scour must be
monitored in real-time. The maximum cumulative scour depth estimation is the most
important quantity in scour bridge monitoring and maintenance. Due to continuous
general scour process and the water flow the occurred local scour holes tend to refill with
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river moved deposits. These deposits do not form stable structural support but can
introduce inaccuracies in scour depth monitoring results.
1.2. EXISTING APPROACHES FOR SCOUR MONITORING
The studies of bridge scour related issues are in focus of the research efforts
supported by the United States Geological Survey (USGS), the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA), and the U.S. state Departments of Transportation (DOTs) for a
few decades by now. The National Bridge Scour Program was initiated in 1987 by the
USGS and funded by the FHWA. The national bridge scour report [3] described
countermeasures to mitigate bridge scour and provided guidance for the corresponding
engineering practices. The countermeasures to mitigate bridge scour typically involve
physical protection strategies, such as rip-rap for example, and bridge structure health
monitoring. As the physical countermeasures are often expensive to implement and may
be cost prohibitive to be applied at a large number of bridge sites, the regular monitoring
of the bridge foundation needs to be used to ensure the structural stability. The
monitoring needs to detect the progression of bridge scour underwater, at the piers and
abutments, and issue a prompt warning to arrange an in-depth assessment of the bridge
support structural and environmental integrity. With the detailed inspection of the bridge
scour, the countermeasures may be required to be implemented to prevent the possible
collapse of a bridge.
The monitoring methodologies developed for bridge scour evaluation are based
on the broad variety of technologies, which generally utilize fixed (installed at the
particular bridge site) or portable (can be used at different bridge sites, transporting from
one location to another) instrumentation in addition to the visual assessment. Fixed
instrumentation is used on the vast majority of the monitored bridges, as it provides a
number of advantages compared to the portable choices: low operational costs after the
instruments are installed; easier operation, not requiring specialized training; continuous
long-term monitoring of a given bridge with the same sensor structure / configuration
[4-5]. Most popular fixed instrumentation techniques are the sonar systems (fathometers),
the magnetic sliding collars, and the float-out devices. The portable instrumentation
ranges from diving, probing rods, sounding poles/weights to scanning sonars, ground
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penetrating radars, range-azimuth systems, remotely controlled autonomous boats (or
underwater vehicles). The guide [6] provides a detailed discussion of advantages and
disadvantages of listed methods.
Despite the diversity of the available methods for scour progression monitoring
many of them cannot provide maximum scour depth, as it can occur aside from the
installed sensors range. Additionally, the scour holes could temporary refill with debris,
affecting the monitoring system response. Most of the portable systems cannot operate
during a flood event, and the fixed instruments are likely to get damaged due to powerful
river flow, mud, rocks, ice, and debris. Thus, real-time monitoring of the scour is still a
complex problem, requiring a development of new automated methods, which should be
highly effective, safe and easy to use.
1.3. SMART ROCKS NETWORK BRIEF
In this dissertation, the Smart Rock Network system is introduced to address the
challenge of the scour mapping and monitoring in real time.
The ‘Smart Rocks’ are essentially concrete rocks with embedded electronic
sensors and wireless interfaces. They are designed to be deployed around the foundation
of a bridge as field agents – underwater, buried in the soil at various depth levels. The
Smart Rocks use a 3-axis accelerometer and magnetometer, a gyroscope, and a water
pressure sensor to detect environmental changes. With wireless magneto-inductive
communication, the Smart Rock agents can transmit associated sensors readings
(orientation, depth change, debug information) to a nearby mobile base-station, and
communicate to each other forming a Smart Rocks Network. Each sensor is assigned a
unique ID, and is equipped with a timer, and a battery monitoring circuit. A Smart Rock
unit includes a heavy (over 100 lbs.) spherical concrete shell (two semi-spheres, attached
to each other, ~ 50 cm diameter), which hosts a waterproof capsule with electronic
components. Spherical mechanical design allows the Smart Rock unit to roll down a
scour hole, thus assess maximal scour depth at the local proximity of the initial
deployment / bury position and follow the profile of the scour hole as it progresses.
The controlled communication sessions between the specific Smart Rocks and the
base station allow for signal processing and acquiring Received Signal Strength Intensity
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(RSSI) reading associated with each Smart Rock to Smart Rock or Smart Rock to Base
Station pairs. This data is later translated in mutual distances and is used as an input for
an optimization algorithm, which generates corresponding localization map of the Smart
Rocks spatial distribution.
Smart Rock Network sensor data reading can be performed continuously with a
short time step, less than a second per Smart Rock module, which gives a possibility to
monitor and track rapid changes in the developing scour – this is an ‘active live
monitoring mode’, which can be activated during a specific flood event. Most of the time
the Smart Rock Network would stay in ‘passive monitoring mode’, with embedded
microcontroller and sensors being in low power / sleep mode. The wake-up of a Smart
Rock can be triggered by a signed external wireless communication signal (unique for
each Smart Rock module), by a custom controlled timer trigger (every hour, day, week,
month, etc), or by detection of the orientation change for a specific Smart Rock
(accelerometer or gyroscope interrupt). The Smart Rock modules are equipped with local
Flash memory, and Real Time Clock electronic components to store the time-referenced
log of the orientation changes. The log can later be uploaded to a base station on demand.
Processing historical orientation data of each individual Smart Rock module the areas
with scour progression can be detected, to request an additional local in-depth evaluation
of the possible scour occurrence.
Bridge scour monitoring using buried transmitters with wireless communication
circuits was also proposed in [7] and mentioned in [4]. In that work, a set of the wireless
transmitters was considered to be buried in the soil next to the bridge pillars at different
depths one under another. The proposed transmitters were lightweight, small size (<51
mm), operating at 10 KHz carrier frequency, and had the design specification of 65 m
operational distance (which is a theoretical estimate of maximum distance shown in the
referenced report for ideal co-axial positioning of the transmitter and the receiver unit). In
case of scour development, the transmitters located closer to the surface would be washed
away, while the transmitters buried deeper would stay. The transmitters were considered
to operate in the beacon mode, transmitting own signature in random intervals
approximately every five seconds; base-station processing of the received signals would
keep track of the transmitters presence under the bridge – in case the data from the
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specific transmitters would not be available the corresponding riverbed area would be
suspected to experience scour. In contrast to the Smart Rock Network solution, the
proposed approach did not address the needs of 2D / 3D geometrical mapping of the
scour development and localization of the sensors moved deeper to the scour hole or
away from the initial installation location. In the same time, the idea of multiple layers of
sensors embedded in the soil at different depth is also compatible with the Smart Rock
Network system.
1.4. THE DISSERTATION STRUCTURE AND MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS
This dissertation is organized in the following structure:
-

Section 1 provides introduction to the bridge scour problem, and an
overview of present challenges and methods available for bridge scour
monitoring.

-

Section 2 introduces the concept of the Smart Rock wireless sensors

-

Section 3 describes iterative process of Smart Rock electronics design

-

Section 4 describes laboratory tests of small scale Smart Rock sensors
prototypes

-

Section 5 describes series of field tests of full-scale Smart Rocks at two
river bridge sites

-

Section 6 describes Smart Rock system extensions and the remote
reconfiguration protocol designed for Smart Rock operation

-

Section 7 is the major part of the dissertation describing concept of Smart
Rock Network, provides literature review of computational intelligence
methods applied for localization in wireless sensors networks (WSN),
describes methods implemented for Smart Rock localization, experimental
and simulation tests results for various Smart Rock Network distribution
cases.

-

Section 8 concludes the dissertation with recommended future works
highlights, and provides list of publications produced during the
dissertation work.

-

Sections 9 and 10 provide bibliography and vita.
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2. CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE SMART ROCK SYSTEM

Figure 2.1 shows a concept of embedding artificial rocks (Smart Rocks) together
with the natural rocks near to the foundation of a bridge supporting structure. This can be
done during the bridge construction, applying the Smart Rocks to a new pier; during the
maintenance of an existing bridge, when the Smart Rocks can be applied to already
present piers; or as a part of a scour countermeasure to evaluate its effectiveness over
time. The Smart Rocks can be designed in different shapes and sizes to better fit specific
configuration and soil/water flow environment of a target bridge. The Smart Rocks are
capable to collect own orientation/tilt information, estimate the water depth and transmit
this data wirelessly to a base station control unit. In case of a scour occurrence, the Smart
Rocks could either be washed away with the soil / sediments or roll down to the bottom
of a developing scour hole, providing a possibility to monitor the scour depth.

Figure 2.1 Smart Rock concept scheme
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Various communication techniques could be applied for data acquisition [8]-[12],
including acoustic, magnetic field strength and magneto-inductive link. In this
dissertation the main focus is placed on the magneto-inductive communication link
enabled sensors.
The system may contain a stationary gateway node with constant power/cell
connection or can be monitored from a mobile vehicle platform, accessing location from
a bridge deck or a bridge pier. The monitoring can be achieved using automatic base
station or by scheduled visiting to a bridge. After the initial deployment of Smart Rock
network, a bridge site needs to be regularly monitored. The comprehensive technical
result of a monitoring session is a map of deployed Smart Rock networks, which is based
on remotely determined location of the sensors. Here the Received Signal Strength
Indication (RSSI)-based localization technique is applied [13-17]. Section 8 describes
results of the implemented localization scheme.
This work accepts assumption, that range of 5-10 sensors per pillar should be
sufficient for a pillar scour mapping. A separate study is needed for sensors number /
initial distribution optimization for a particular bridge in consideration, which is out of
the scope of this dissertation.
Figure 2.2 shows possible Smart Rock network mapping scenario. The subfigures (a), (b) and (c) depict a view from the top onto a bridge crossing a river. The
bridge has two pillars, shown in dark gray. The Smart Rock sensors are shown as circular
objects, color-coded for easier movement recognition. In the actual system each Smart
Rock sensor is equipped with a unique identification number, so it can be clearly defined
in the resulting map. Arrows show the water flow direction.
Figure 2.2 (a) shows a possible initial location of deployed Smart Rock sensors.
In the shown scheme there are 10 sensors used per the bridge pillar. Installed sensors then
stay in sleep mode with very low power consumption and could be activated by external
demand (wake-up signal), timer or a movement (due to scouring / flood).
Figure 2.2 (b) shows possible mapping result, in which no significant changes in a
Smart Rock network topology are observed. The target value for localization accuracy is
in the range of 0.5 - 1 meter, so slight changes in the monitoring map are expected. A few
Smart Rocks can be non-present in a monitoring map. This is possible due to potential
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sensor failure, water leak, or batteries discharge. In such case the sensors can be replaced
by adding new units to the network; the failed ones might be retrieved and reused after
repair, depending on the nature of a river/bridge case.
Figure 2.2 (c) shows possible mapping after a scour has occurred. The map shows
that many sensors have been moved. Comparing the initial/reference map and the
observed/monitoring maps the scour development can be detected.

Figure 2.2 Smart Rock monitoring example: a) initial map of the installed sensors; b)
possible monitoring map when no scour occurred; c) possible monitoring map in scour
case

Smart Rock unit mechanical design assures that depending on the initial locations
and the scour progression a Smart Rock unit can move with the soil movement or roll
down to a scour hole. To estimate maximum scour depth value an integrated pressure
sensor can be used, allowing the Smart Rock network to obtain the depth information for
each deployed sensor.
Each Smart Rock in the network reports to the Base Station own ID, battery
voltage, orientation, and set of other parameters (such as water pressure, temperature,
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RSSI of the wake-up signal as observed on the board, command acknowledgment,
memory content).
For easier monitoring communication / localization antennas can be embedded
into a bridge construction, so a monitoring mobile vehicle can connect to them and use
the same antenna structure / topology each time, minimizing possible errors due to
receiving antennas misplacement during a monitoring session.
The Smart Rock system includes:
-

Smart Rock core electronic board (hardware and embedded software)

-

Base Station with receiver and Wake-up/Command transmission modules

-

Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Base Station modules with corresponding
hardware drivers implementation

-

Digital Signal Processing (DSP) software implementation for the Base Station
Smart Rock network communication and corresponding protocols

-

Housing of the Smart Rock units to be deployed at the field tests at bridge
sites

-

Localization scheme for Smart Rock network mapping and association with
the actual geo-location and depth

In design of the Smart Rock system the following important aspects had to be
considered:
-

Physical communication channel selection

-

Frequencies of operation, suitable for underwater applications

-

Communication range limitations

-

Regulatory requirements

The possible physical communication channels for underwater data transmission
are acoustic waves, optical waves, and radio frequency (RF) waves. Each of these has
own advantages and disadvantages for underwater communication applications, which
are reviewed in [18]. The Smart Rock system adds additional constrains to the
communication channel selection as the system includes components present both under
and over the water surface - the sensor nodes are buried in the soil underwater, the base
station antennas are located on the bridge, or on the river bank. Thus, the signal shall be
able to propagate both in water and in air, pass both the water-to-air, and air-to-water
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interface for bi-directional communication, and not be affected by the physical structure
of the bridge.
Acoustic waves are widely used in underwater applications (like SONAR)
because sound has relatively low attenuation in water. However, acoustic waves are
strongly affected by the absorption, spreading, and ambient noises. Additionally, the
acoustic communication channels are broadcast by nature, and as sound propagates in
complex underwater environment (such as near a bridge pillars) many reflections from
water surface, bottom, and underwater construction objects occur. This results in
multipath problem with many copies of the initial signal reaching the receiver at different
times with some delay. As the result, it significantly complicates signal decoding. The
water surface interface to air mostly behaves as a perfect reflector due to the mass density
contrast, thus it becomes very challenging to arrange stable communication link through
it for common use scenarios [19]. In Smart Rock applications use of acoustic
communication would require placing the receiver nodes transducers underwater with
wired link to the processing base station, which would significantly limit system
mobility, and real-time use during a flood / storm event.
Optical waves are essentially high-frequency electromagnetic waves with
wavelength in the range of 400 nm to 700 nm. In limited underwater communication
applications they are utilized for short-range high-speed data links in clear water,
however they are affected by a number of factors. These include absorption,
backscattering from the suspended particles, beam spreading, turbulence, multipath
interference, mutual alignment of the transmitter and the receiver, physical barriers, and
disturbance from the other light sources (like time varying ambient light from the Sun)
[20]. The Smart Rock sensor units are designed to be embedded in the soil underwater,
thus to utilize an optical link a special exposed transmitter unit connected by a cable to
the Smart Rock would be required, which would significantly impact freedom of
movement of the sensors. During a flood event the river water most likely to contain high
volume of mud and other particles, making it not transparent for the optical light
propagation.
Considering RF communication listed issues of multipath, water-to-air interface,
transparency, ground soil and concrete structure effects can be almost eliminated. In
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general, RF energy can also be greatly attenuated in water environment, affecting the
communication distance range. The two major factors affecting the attenuation are the
conductivity of water and the signal frequency. As it is noted in [21], the equation (1)
relates RF signal attenuation with conductivity and frequency.

α = 0.0173 ( f σ )

(1),

where α is attenuation in dB per meter, f is frequency in Hz, and σ is conductivity in
Siemens/meter. With increase in frequency, and medium conductivity the attenuation
increases. Typical properties of a few distinctive water environments such as are
freshwater, high mineral content hot spring water, seawater, and water from Great Salt
Lake in Utah, USA were provided in [22]. Figure 2.3 shows attenuation vs. frequency
graph for the listed environments.

Figure 2.3 Attenuation of RF signal in various natural water environments
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Both Great Salt Lake and seawater environments exhibit extremely high
attenuation with frequency increase. This suggests, that only very low frequency range
may be acceptable for the data transmission via RF-based channel. Further in [22] the
practical tests for underwater data transmission at 125 KHz frequency were conducted
utilizing small form factor antennas, and low frequency wake-up receiver IC AS3933.
Communication distances of 1.5m-1.8m underwater were achieved; the range was mainly
limited by power source constraints and the antennae configurations (in the Smart Rock
electronic design the same IC is utilized, while significantly larger communication range
(tens of m) is demonstrated).
As discussed, electromagnetic wave propagation suffers from very high losses
due to the conductivity of the water. However, if the distance between the transmitter and
the receiver is much smaller than the wavelength, the communication can be achieved
using either electrical or magnetic field separately. Such near-field communication does
not rely on the fact that an electric field causes a magnetic field and vice versa, which is
the essential reason why EM propagation allows bridging a large distance. At 125 KHz
frequency, the wavelength is 2400 m (~1.5 miles), while the receiver/transmitter
distances specification for the Smart Rocks are in the range up to 40 meters (~130 feet).
Thus, the Smart Rock communication with RF-based link indeed occurs in the near field
region. Electric near-field communication would not be able to operate in even slightly
conductive water; however, as the water, soil, concrete, and various debris exhibit little to
none magnetic permeability properties the magnetic near field communication can
penetrate them all.
One of the additional factors considered in Smart Rock network design was
flexibility of the core electronic components to various modifications of the system
application. The system was considered to be applicable to river bridge scour, levees
scour, oceanic structural health monitoring and other. For some of the applications
acoustic channel might have been better alternative for communication, thus the
electronics had to be compatible with both RF and acoustic links.
Communication between the Base Station and the Smart Rocks is arranged using
a low-frequency magneto-inductive link at 125 KHz, utilizing loop antennas. For lower
frequency of communication, larger scale or ferrite-based antennas are beneficial for
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efficient operation; here the 125 KHz is a reasonably good frequency considering the
limited size of the Smart Rock module (~50 cm diameter). Also, the 125 KHz frequency
is typical for a number of RFID applications and automotive technologies (such as
Keyless Entry for example); thus, there are available many of-the shelf electronic RF
components (receivers, filters, antenna drivers) available for 125 KHz signal handling,
which can be utilized in the custom design for the Smart Rock electronic design. The
frequency of 125 KHz is also an internationally open ISM-band frequency (Industrial,
Scientific and Medical radio band), which does not require regulatory authorization for
the Smart Rock communication application. For acoustic underwater communication, the
125 KHz frequency is at the highest end of the usable frequency range.
Thus, the analysis of the different system level communication channel options
suggests the 125 KHz frequency to be well suitable for Smart Rock application.
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3. SMART ROCK ELECTRONIC DESIGN

3.1. GENERAL OVERVIEW
Each Smart Rock sensor is equipped with custom designed electronic board to
provide operational control, sensors data reading and multilevel bi-directional
communication. The general block-scheme of the Smart Rock electronic board is shown
in the Figure 3.1.

Battery / Power
Management
Circuit

Communication
Circuit

Antenna Control
and
Tuning Circuit

Timer

Microcontroller

Memory

Sensor 1

Sensor 2

Sensor N

Figure 3.1 General block-scheme of a Smart Rock electronic board

Smart Rock electronic control board went through a few iterations of design,
achieving a few goals – a proof of concept, a laboratory testing, and a field-testing. Board
architecture included a PIC (Programmable Interface Controller) microcontroller,
communicating with number of sensors via Inter-Integrated Circuit (I²C) and Serial
Peripheral Interface (SPI) buses. Use of PIC microcontroller based architecture allows for
low cost, low power consumption devices design. Embedded code development is
performed using Microchip MPLAB x8 integrated development environment with HITECH C compiler. The sections below provide more details on specifics of each designiteration of the board.
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3.2. CORE ELECTRONIC BOARD VERSION 1
The first version of the core board was designed in summer 2011. Figure 3.2
shows a photo of the assembled Smart Rock v.1 board, and notes the main components.

Figure 3.2 Smart Rock core electronic board v1

The initial version of the circuit board was used as proof of concept for circuit
design verification, sensor components selection, communication link / antenna
evaluation, and initial embedded software development. The main electronic components
are:
-

Microchip Technology PIC16LF1823 microcontroller

-

Austria Systems AS3930 Low Frequency receiver / short timer

-

STMicroelectronics LSM303 accelerometer / magnetic field sensor

The AS3930 is a SPI-configurable single-channel ASK (Amplitude Shift Keying)
low-frequency wake-up receiver IC, which generates an output wake-up interrupt after
detection of an input data signal with a carrier frequency in range of 110-150 KHz. The
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LSM303 accelerometer and magnetic field sensor operates using the I²C bus. For the
embedded code simplification and memory resources usage minimization only the I²C
communication protocol was implemented for the microcontroller operation. To reach the
SPI-based components the NXP SC18IS602 I²C-bus to SPI-bus interface bridge was
utilized.
3.3. CORE ELECTRONIC BOARD VERSION 2
The second version of the core board was designed in spring 2012. The v.2 of the
circuit board was used for the Hydraulics Laboratory tests in flumes, which required
printed circuit board miniaturization. The resulting board is two inch in diameter.
This design iteration served the needs of power consumption minimization, base
station

receiving/transmitting

interfaces

development,

design

of

circuits

for

communication signal filtering and amplification, and embedded software functionality
expansion. To achieve the size miniaturization all the components were selected in small
packages (0402 for resistors and small value capacitors, QFN packages for ICs). There
were implemented a few iterations of the v2. Board designs range in labeling from v2.0
to v2.5.
Figure 3.3 shows photos of the assembled Smart Rock v.2 board, and a sensor in a
waterproof plastic shell. Figure 3.4 shows assembly parts of the test sensors. Battery,
PCB, and the loop antenna arrangement can be observed. The PCB and the Loop antenna
are perpendicular to each other to reduce blocking of the magnetic filed flux passing
through the loop and maintain antenna sensitivity. The brass ball clusters were attached to
the plastic shell to fill up the space and increase mass density of the. This assures that the
sensor does not float in water and mechanically behave close to a natural rock. The brass
balls were painted for electrical isolation to avoid continuous conductive surface
generation and corresponding shielding effects.
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a)
b)
Figure 3.3 Smart Rock core electronic board v2: a) General view, b) assembled sensor for
the hydraulic lab tests

Figure 3.4 Assembly parts of the test sensor

3.4. CORE ELECTRONIC BOARD VERSION 3
The final generation of Smart Rock electronic board (v.3) was designed in fall
2012. The new design provides the following updates:
-

Upgraded microcontroller :: Microchip PIC16LF1829

-

Extended version of the low-frequency receiver :: Austria Systems AS3933

-

Gyroscope :: ST Microelectronics L3G4200D

-

On-board flash memory :: Atmel AT24C1024B-TH-B
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-

Alternative current-controlling transmitter / antenna driver :: Atmel ATA
5276

-

Mechanical design improvements and circuitry fixes

Figure 3.5 shows a photo of the assembled Smart Rock v.3 board. The main ICs
are indicated in the photo. The back side of the PCB consists of the power supplies and
the antenna switching relay.

Receiver

Microcontroller

Gyroscope
Acceleromete

Timer /
Calendar

Flash memory

Transmitter IC
Figure 3.5 Smart Rock core electronic board v3

The new microcontroller provides larger program space and more pins for
interrupt / controls processing. The gyroscope was a new addition for further
development of Smart Rock movement trajectory recovery / better orientation
monitoring. It is accessible by the I²C bus. Smart Rock v.3 supports up-to four flash
memory ICs, accessible by I²C. Atmel AT24C1024B-TH-B chips are used, which
provide 1 MB memory space each. Depending on Smart Rock operation mode it is
enough for up to a few thousands Smart Rock sensors data records to be stored. The
operational modes of the memory are:
-

High-rate data recording during relatively fast movement
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-

Data storage for Smart Rock inter-sensors network communication (RSSIs,
IDs, Sensors)

The Smart Rock v.3 boards provide two ways for antenna excitation:
-

Voltage driven (used in Smart Rock v.2.4, transmission circuitry with a Hbridge)

-

Current driven (used in Smart Rock v2.5, 125 KHz antenna driver transmitter
IC)

A jumper switch selects the modes. The current driven transmission is preferable
for the RF magneto-inductive link, however the voltage driven transmission is preferable
for acoustic transducers usage. Providing both configurations on the same board allows
flexible switching between RF and acoustic communication effectively reusing the same
electronic hardware.
The Smart Rock v.3 board maintains small size (3 inch in diameter) making it
possible to use the boards in both laboratory and field environment. When possible IC
components are selected to be in SOP packages and passive components
(resistors/capacitors) are at least 0806 size, which makes it easier to assemble as
compared to Smart Rock 2.4/2.5 designs. However a few IC components (Gyro,
Accelerometer) are only available in small QFN package.
Total components cost per board was maintained to be below $100, which helps
to keep the Smart Rock system distributed nodes number scaling expenses low.
Initially, three test boards were assembled. After laboratory testing, a few minor
design changes were implemented into the Smart Rock v3.1 electronic board design.
Nine more boards were manufactured, making total of twelve Smart Rock v.3x core
boards available for further system-level development and field deployment.
3.5. BASE STATION
Base Station / Link Control System for the Smart Rock operation was designed.
The circuitry is packaged into well-controlled enclosures, making it portable and easier to
use. All required power supplies (+- 6 V, +- 15 V and +12 V) were integrated into the
enclosures.
Figure 3.6 (a) shows a photo of the two main units of the Base Station system:
Base Station receiver on left and Wake Up signal transmitter controller/amplifier on the
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right. The PCB-based module is well controllable and is mechanically stable. The design
is based on the Analog Devices 8032 single supply voltage feedback amplifiers and
provides controls for easy tuning of the demodulation threshold settings. Figure 3.6 (b)
shows the modular structure of the analog base station receiver unit. It includes:
-

EMI filter for reducing noise coupling from the power line into the system

-

+- 6 V linear power supply

-

4 port log detector

-

4 filters: 125 KHz band-pass filters / preamplifiers for antennas connection

-

Demodulator with RS232 output interface

a)
b)
Figure 3.6 Modular structure of analog base station receiver unit
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4. LABORATORY TESTS

4.1. SMART ROCK SENSORS ASSEMBLY
For laboratory tests at the Turner-Fairbank Highway Research Center Hydraulic
Lab (June 2012, Washington, DC) the Smart Rock 2.4 electronic boards were used. The
Smart Rock boards were enclosed into plastic spheres of 2.5-inch diameter. The
assembled module included: PCB with electronics circuit, receiving/transmitting coil
antenna, two CR123A batteries in parallel and set of small size (~3.5 mm diameter) brass
balls to add weight necessary for assembled units to sink (more than 160 grams). The
brass balls were painted to avoid electric conductive contact within the set; the balls then
were glued inside the plastic spheres using hot glue gun or super-glue. The coil antennas
integrated into the assembly were placed perpendicularly to the Smart Rock electronic
board to decrease possible detuning of the antenna by metal parts of the board. To assure
the waterproof properties the spheres were sealed using silicone adhesive and tight
wrapping by electric tape. Figure 4.1 demonstrates details of the tested units.

Figure 4.1Smart Rock unit for the hydraulic lab testing
During the tests four Smart Rock units were used. Two of them were programmed
for continuous sensors data acquisition and transmission with predefined timer delay;
other two were programmed to respond on external wake-up signal interrupt. Data
transmission and processing were performed using analog signal processing procedures;
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transmission was arranged using the RS232 protocol, ASCII code, without data
encoding/compression and error recovery. These features will become necessary in later
iterations of the electronic design, which will use the digital signal processing routines.
4.2. GENERAL SCHEME OF THE TESTS
Figure 4.2 shows general scheme and photo of the test environment. The Smart
Rock modules are placed in the water channel surrounded by groups of natural rocks with
comparable size. A few antennas are arranged surrounding the channel for receiver signal
strength intensity (RSSI) detection and localization. During tests only two RSSI-antennas
were used; thus localization was performed along the water channel flow – in 1D
environment. The base station control system supports up to four antennas for processing.
For sensors data acquisition a separate large square loop antenna placed in the middle
area of the water flow channel we used. The control PC had connections to data channel
demodulator unit and to the oscilloscope, providing RSSI estimation from localization
antennas.

Figure 4.2 General scheme of the test environment
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The tests were performed by following scenario: a Smart Rock module (Smart
Rock B) was placed into the water channel at the start-position at the left as it is shown in
Figure 4.3; then the module was moved by water flow to the end-position at the right
side.

Figure 4.3 The water channel, antennas positioning and active smart rocks

Time needed for a module to complete the path varied from 10 second up to
couple minutes depending on water flow strength and arrangement of the natural rock
groups. The groups of natural rock placed along the channel gave possibility to arrange
areas in which active rock was accelerating or slowed down such that certain areas took
longer time to pass.
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4.3. CALIBRATION
To adjust localization routines to particular laboratory environment the calibration
was performed recording antenna reading vs. test Smart Rock module position. Presence
of external electronic devices, power supplies, chargers, high-speed cameras, pump
controllers and motors make the hydraulic laboratory environment very noisy from an
electromagnetic point of view. In such noisy environment the smart rock signal-to-noise
ratio degrades, which could lead to potential issues with data decoding and wake up
signal processing. Before tests and calibration the lab was inspected and several
significant noise sources were determined and eliminated. We have not seen such noise at
bridge testing; the main noise source at bridge testing was our own power generator
producing conductive emissions, which can be filtered applying EMI filter in the power
line.
The general scheme of the calibration procedure is shown in Figure 4.4. A sample
Smart Rock module was manually moved along the path with fixed distance step (~10
cm). At each position RSSI readings from localization antennas were stored. The
procedure was repeated three times for three orientations of the Smart Rock integrated
antenna, 15 locations along the channel.

Figure 4.4 Calibration procedure scheme
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The water flow direction is considered to be the X-orientation; perpendicular to
X, in horizontal plane we defined the Y-direction, and perpendicular to it, in vertical
plane we defined the Z direction. Figure 4.5 shows a photo of the calibration setup.
Calibration was performed without water in the channel, using a Smart Rock module
fixed on a styrofoam holder in specified positions.

Figure 4.5 Calibration procedure photo

Figure 4.6 a)-c) show average RSSI antenna reading for each orientation. X axis
represents numbered position; Y axis shows the voltage at the base station
preamplifier/filter output port (which corresponds to the signal strength received by an
antenna). Figure 4.6 d) shows overall average of the ‘Antenna A’ to ‘Antenna B’ RSSI
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reading ratio vs. test module location. This data was further interpolated from position 3
to position 15 and used as reference data for location estimation for arbitrary oriented
smart rock modules.
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Figure 4.6 Average RSSI ratio vs. Smart Rock position

4.4. TEST RESULTS
Two active Smart Rock modules with external wake-up signal processing were
moved manually within the water channel with 30-40 cm distance step. Movement was
performed in steps one after another and at each position data from each Smart Rock
module was collected. Figure 4.7 shows screenshot from Base Station control GUI with
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RSSI data, pitch, roll, heading and estimated location values. On the graphs data from the
rock ‘A’ is shown in red color, data from the rock ‘B’ is shown in blue color. Top left
graph shows RSSI reading from antenna ‘1’ in solid curve and from antenna ‘2’ in
dashed line. Top right graph shows pitch in solid curve and roll in dashed line for both
Smart Rock modules. The interface supports simultaneous visualization of data from four
different smart rock modules.

Figure 4.7 Data from two active smart rocks moved manually along the route

Because the rocks were moved manually, there is not much change in pitch, roll
and heading information; main objective of this test was to estimate Smart Rock modules
location. Position information for each rock is shown in bottom right sub-graph on this
figure. After four steps along the path the rocks were returned to initial start position
(sample reading #6). It can be seen, that position estimation was demonstrating accurate
trend and accuracy of the location distance was observed to be about +-15 cm.
Figure 4.8 demonstrates results from regular test, when a Smart Rock module was
moved along the channel by water flow.
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Figure 4.8 Data from an active smart rock moved along the route by water flow

While a Smart Rock module was actually moving only in forward direction with
the water flow, position estimation results show some peaks. These were occurring
during rock’s shaking/rotation at steady position along the path, for example samples 5, 6
and 7 were obtained at almost the same position, however as it can be seen from pitch
and roll information the orientation of the rock was changing, so as a result RSSI (top left
sub-graph) ratio between antennas also changed, which lead to corresponding
inaccuracies in location estimation.
Figure 4.9 shows results of a test, in which two Smart Rock modules were placed
in the water channel simultaneously. The rock ‘A’ reached end of the channel earlier than
rock ’B’, it took 5 reading steps for rock ‘A’ and 11 steps for the rock ‘B’ to travel
through the channel.
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Figure 4.9 Data from two active smart rocks moved along the route by water flow

After the 5th step rock ‘A’ was stuck at the channel terminal, so readings from
this rock are very stable – there is no orientation/location change observed. Rock ‘B’
stayed in the middle of the channel for some time, when reading 4-7 were obtained. It can
be seen that during this arbitrary movement of the rocks overall localization / stabile
position monitoring was performed successfully.
Another test was performed using a continuous data transmission active rock at the large
water channel having a sand floor. A Smart Rock module was placed near an obstacle in
the channel and was monitored for one hour.
Figure 4.10 (a) shows pitch and roll data for a smart rock module recorded within
80 minutes; most significant changes occurred during first 10 minutes, while further the
smart rock module was sinking within a scour hole showing +- 3 degree shaking of the
rock, as shown in Figure 4.10 (b).
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Figure 4.10 a) Pitch and Roll information; b) Roll data range in later time

During the hydraulic lab tests the following was tested and demonstrated:
-

Small Smart Rock modules waterproof / sinking properties

-

Communication with a Smart Rock module by assigned ID

-

Smart Rock wake up / data acquisition by timer

-

Low power consumption (no battery issues occurred)

-

Effective antennas tuning

-

Reasonable accuracy of the initial version of the localization / calibration
algorithm and procedure
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5. FIELD TESTS

5.1. FIELD TESTS SCOPE AND OBJECTIVE
After the successful laboratory tests demonstrated the proof of concept for the
Smart Rock electronic operation several field tests in real river/bridge environment were
performed. The objective of the tests was to validate long-term operation of the designed
electronics, waterproof properties of the enclosures, actual/large scale embodiments and
antennas utilization, long-term waterproof properties, long range communication testing.
5.2. FIELD TEST SITE SELECTION
Two bridges in Missouri were selected for the Smart Rock field-testing:
-

US Route 63 (Gasconade River), near Vienna MO, in Maries county. US 63
S over GASCONADE RVR; Structure number 3128; Location S 2 T 39 N R
9 W; Coordinates 38°08'47" N, 91°52'58" W; Total length 303.3 m; Build in
1978 (National Bridge Inventory data). Photo in Figure 5.1 (a). In July 2014
inspection the bridge was reported to be scour critical, bridge foundations
determined to be unstable.

-

Interstate I44 (Roubidoux Creek), near Waynesville, MO, in Pulaski county.
IS 44 W over CRD SUPERIOR RD, ROUBIDO; Structure number 6655;
Location S 25 T 36 N R 12 W; Coordinates 37°49'04" N, 92°11'36" W; Total
length 227.1 m; Build in 1954 (National Bridge Inventory data). Photo in
Figure 5.1 (b). In April 2014 inspection the bridge foundations were
determined to be stable for the assessed or calculated scour condition.

The selected bridges are significantly different by physical structure and river
flow. Figure 5.2 shows map of the selected locations, nearby Rolla, MO.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.1 Field tests sites: a) Gasconade river on the U.S. Route 63; b) Roubidoux Creek
on the Interstate 44

Figure 5.2 Map of field test site locations
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5.3. FIELD TESTS IN FALL 2012
At each of the bridges, two Active Smart Rock modules were deployed in October
2012. The rocks were placed in proximity to the bridge pillar and communication was
attempted from the river bank and from the bridge deck as well. Figure 5.3 shows
antennas placement during communication session arranged from the bridge deck. The
bridge height over the water is about 56-58 feet; distance to the rocks placed under water
is about 65 feet. During communication tests, the operation of each rock was tested. Both
units placed underwater were accurately responding to the wake-up signals, providing
data about current orientation of the rock module (accelerometer/magnetometer/pitch/roll
data). Figure 5.4 and shows general overlook on the analog Base Station setup at both
tested locations. Figure 5.5 shows data signal patterns received from one of the rocks in
response to the corresponding wake-up signal transmission.

Figure 5.3 Four antenna holders attached to the bridge deck
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a)
b)
Figure 5.4 Overlook of the Base Station setup at US63 road bride: a) river bank position;
b) bridge deck position

Figure 5.5 Smart Rock data signal

Observed noise levels have been pk-pk ~= 50 mV; the pk-pk signal level was
~=150 mV. For initial tests at large distance from the rocks (about 60 feet) the signal
quality is considered ‘good’. In this case the preamplifiers gain was set to 500, leaving
room for further distances at higher gains. The signal levels have been sufficient for data
processing; the wake-up interface demonstrated robust operation. During the tests the
communication link between base-station and the underwater Smart Rock was validated.
Maximum communication distance depends on co-orientation of the Smart Rock antenna
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and the receiving antenna. For a river bank Base Station location communication distance
exceeded 30 feet, for bridge deck Base Station location the communication distance
exceeded 60 feet.
The US 63 road bridge was revisited in 10 weeks after the Smart Rocks
deployment. Both Smart Rock units responded to the wake up commands. Thus, the
waterproof casing of the Smart Rock electronic components was validated. Initial pitch
and roll parameters of the placed Smart Rocks were stored. Stability of the power source
batteries is validated. Batteries pack is continuously able to supply required current
amount for Smart Rock effective operation.
5.4. FIELD TEST IN SUMMER 2013
5.4.1. Battery Test. For the field tests Tadiran Pulse Plus TLP93111/A/S
batteries were selected. These batteries provide 19 Ah capacity and 3 A peak current
supply. A sample battery was tested performing continuous transmission of typical Smart
Rock data signal. A typical data signal from a Smart Rock was transmitted more than
1500 times on a single battery, until the test was manually terminated.
5.4.2. Pressure Sensor Integration. The APG PT-500 submersible pressure
transducer from Automation Products Group, Inc. was integrated into a Smart Rock unit.
The photo in Figure 5.6 shows general view of the sensor. The tip of the sensor contains a
membrane, which can be directly exposed to river water; the other end of the sensor
provides watertight electrical wire for pressure reading acquisition. The sensor is
configured for 15 PSI (10 meters) depth water level range; configurations supporting up
to 140 meters depth are available. Figure 5.7 shows the pressure sensor output vs. water
depth. The sensor has simple electrical connection powering up by a voltage source of
10V-28V DC. It produces pressure dependent current output in the range of [3.2 mA - 20
mA]. Only minor design updates were required on the electronic board, as it already
contained a voltage source for 10 V, and the microcontroller had an available pin with
Analog-to-Digital converter function to read the sensor output.
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Figure 5.6 Photo of the APG PT-500 Pressure Sensor Unit
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Figure 5.7 Pressure Sensor output

Mechanical integration of the sensor into a Smart Rock unit requires specific
arrangements to ensure watertight interface between the sensor and electronic
compartment. Figure 5.8 shows corresponding mechanical design of the Smart Rock unit
with integrated pressure sensor.
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Figure 5.8 Mechanical design of the Smart Rock unit with integrated pressure sensor

A plastic tube channel is embedded into the bottom half of the concrete shell.
Matching hole is cut in the main plastic bucket. The pressure sensor is placed inside the
tube and the interface is sealed with the water resistant silicone. The silicone seal starts
from the pressure sensor tip area and continues inside the bucket filling the holeinterface and the bottom side of the bucket. Figure 5.9 shows photos of the Smart Rock
concrete shell bottom half with the side-hole interface for the pressure sensor integration.
Figure 5.10 shows the pressure sensor installed, and sealed with a large amount of water
resistant silicone.
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a)
b)
Figure 5.9 Bottom half of the concrete shell: a) outer view; b) inner view

a)
b)
Figure 5.10 Water-sealed pressure sensor interface: a) outer view; b) inner view

The rest of the bucket volume is filled with insulating foam sealant for
mechanical stability of the components inside the bucket (Figure 5.11.a). As the pressure
sensor interface is an extension to the Smart Rock core electronic board the electrical
connections are wired directly to the corresponding pins on the microcontroller and the
power supply (Figure 5.11.b). Figure 5.12 shows photo of the both parts of the Smart
Rock unit with pressure sensor concrete shell. The lid of the plastic bucket is entirely
covered with thick silicone layer.
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a)

b)

Figure 5.11 The Smart Rock unit bucket ready for lid-seal: a) general view of the bucket
filled by insulating foam; b) pressure sensor interface connections

Figure 5.12 Both parts of the concrete shell of the Smart Rock unit with pressure sensor

Figure 5.13 (a) shows the closed shell unit. To protect the sensitive pressure
sensor membrane from direct mechanical contact with natural rocks / debris in the river
the several layer metallic mesh was added over the pressure sensor tip (Figure 5.13 (b)).
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a)

b)

Figure 5.13 Smart Rock unit in a concrete shell: a) general view, b) protection mesh
applied to the pressure sensor tip

5.4.3. US Road 63 – Gasconade River Bridge Test Results. At the US Road 63
Gasconade River bridge near Vienna, MO five active Smart Rock units were deployed.
Figure 5.14 shows the five core boards labeled ‘A’ to ‘E’ used in this test.
Each core board has a specific numerical ID used in communication with the
base-station and in the rock-to-rock network. An ID is a 8-bit integer, which provides a
range of numerical values from 0 to 255. The ID is used as a primary code used in ondemand wake-up signal generation sent by the base station or by another rock in the
network. At the receiving (on a core-board) the AS3930 IC analyses incoming signal,
performs its demodulation and decoding (in case Manchester coding is enabled) and
checks the own preprogrammed ID with the received one. In case the match is occurred
corresponding active smart rock unit wakes up and perform required operations (e.g.
sensors data acquisition, RSSI estimation, data transmission to the Base Station). For
better ID recognition and to avoid false wake-ups of the rocks it is desirable to have the
numerical IDs of the nearby-located rocks to be significantly different in binary
representation. Table 5.1 provides list of the numerical IDs for the rocks deployed at the
Gasconade river bridge location.
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Figure 5.14 Core boards of the active smart rocks network before assembling the
units

Table 5.1. Gasconade River Bridge Smart Rock Network IDs list
Rock label

Numerical ID decimal

Numerical ID binary

Rock A

69

0b01000101

Rock B

120

0b01111000

Rock C

11

0b00001011

Rock D

80

0b01010000

Rock E

103

0b01100111

Figure 5.15 shows a Smart Rock unit assembly process. A Smart Rock bucket
contains a battery (placed on the bottom side), loop antenna (placed on the top side) and
an electronic board. The electronic board is placed in parallel to the bucket lid – in-plane
with the loop antenna. Thus, the embedded on-board accelerometer defines the
orientation of the board and the loop antenna. Construction foam is used to fill the empty
space in the bucket and keep parts from moving during rock roll/tilt/rotation. The Smart
Rock unit bucket is ready for lid attachment and sealing. Figure 5.16 shows general view
of the bridge under the test. Figure 5.17 shows three of the active Smart Rock units at the
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Gasconade river bridge side. The concrete shells used to encapsulate the core-buckets are
constructed as a two semi-spheres connected by four metal bars. Empty space in the
concrete shell is wide enough to protect the plastic buckets from accidental damage due
to rock movement.

Figure 5.15 View of the bucket with a battery and the antenna connections.

Figure 5.16 US Road 63 Gasconade River bridge near Vienna, MO
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Figure 5.17 Core boards of the active smart rocks network before assembling the units

The five active Smart Rocks were deployed around a pier of the bridge from
upstream side. Figure 5.18 shows the top-view map of the rocks. The brown polygon
depicts the bridge pillar, light blue arrows shows the water flow direction, and the dark
blue circles note the installed Smart Rock units location. The location of the rocks was
acquired performing survey; X-axis is oriented along the bridge and the beginning of the
coordinates is placed to the Rock E location.
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Figure 5.18 Smart Rock network map – Gasconade river bridge
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Figure 5.19 shows distances between the rocks. The maximum distance is about
27 meters, it is between the rocks ‘E’ and ‘B’; the minimum distance is about 5 meters
between the rocks ‘C’ and ‘D’.

Bottom right diagram in the Figure 5.19 shows

approximate measured depths of the rock under water.
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Figure 5.19 Mutual distances and approximate depth underwater in Smart Rock Network
deployment at US 63 Bridge test site
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In one week after the rocks deployment the bridge site was revisited and
communication with the rocks was performed. The Base Station was located at the bridge
deck, at the distance over 18 meters from the water surface. Successful Base-Station - to Smart Rock communication with the rocks ‘B’, ‘C’ and ‘D’ was achieved. The rocks
demonstrate accurate base-station command recognition. Communication with each rock
was performed more than 50 times. Rock–to–Rock underwater communication between
the rocks was also tested. Further located pair of the rocks – Rocks ‘B’ and ‘E’ - were
able to perform data transfer and demonstrate stable wake-up functionality at 27 meters
distance in bridge-site environment.
The embedded accelerometer sensor data was acquired from the deployed rocks.
As it was mentioned above the normal vector to a Smart Rock core board defines
orientation of the rock loop antenna. If this plane is parallel to the ground and Cartesian
coordinates with XY ground plane are used the normal vector of the board is parallel to
the Z-axis. Based on obtained data the orientation of the rocks was estimated. Table 5.2
lists angles between a normal vector and the Z-axis (which is perpendicular to the
ground). During the tests the base station was located on the bridge deck and
corresponding communication antennas have been oriented along Z-axis. Thus,
Receiving – Transmitting antennas misalignment is less than 20 degree, which results in
relatively low polarization loss (see Section 7.4).

Table 5.2. Smart Rock normal vector angle to Z axis [Deg]
Rock A
N/A

Rock B
4.8515 °

Rock C
17.8390 °

Rock D
N/A

Rock E
7.2294 °
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5.4.4. Interstate 44 – Roubidoux Creek Bridge Test Results. At the Interstate
44 Roubidoux Creek bridge near Waynesville, MO one active Smart Rock unit was
deployed. This unit was equipped with the pressure sensor (see section 5.4.2) and is
programmed for calendar based scheduled operation.
The rock was programmed to collect and transmit data every four days, at 10:10
am. For the installation day the rock was scheduled for specific operation, described in
the table in Figure 5.20. This table shows raw data reading received from the Smart Rock
unit. The empty cells correspond to the time spots in which the rock was transported or
was being preparing for installation, so the data was not recorded at the Base Station. The
records from 3:25 am to 8:15 correspond to Rolla, MO Missouri S&T location (elevation
~340 m). The Smart Rock was in room condition. The records from 10:15 till 11:50
correspond to Roubidoux creek I-44 bridge location near Waynesville MO (elevation
~240 m). The records starting from 12:00 correspond to the Smart Rock unit placed
underwater in the river at ~1.5 m depth.

Figure 5.20 Schedule table and corresponding readings from the sensor
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Figure 5.21 shows corresponding graphs of the accelerometer readings, magnetic
field sensor readings, gyroscope readings and the pressure sensor readings accordingly.
The X axis shows actual time during the day when the readings were captured. It can be
seen, that after placing the Smart Rock in the river readings stay stable. The gyroscope X
component flips the sign, but this is not an indication of a movement.
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Figure 5.21 Real-time monitored readings from the Smart Rock deployed at I44-Bridge

Important results are shown in magnetic field readings. After the Smart Rock was
placed in the water the magnetic field readings got corrupted (returning -4096 for all of
the axis). This is caused by the presence of the strong magnets embedded in the passive
Smart Rocks and located in close proximity to this active Smart Rock. Thus, the magnetic
field strength generated by the passive Smart Rock overfills the embedded on-board
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magnetometer readings. This is a co-existence problem, limiting ability to determine the
heading of the Active Smart Rock. In case both active and passive rocks must be present
in close proximity the orientation of the active Smart Rock can be determined processing
the gyroscope readings.
The pressure sensor reading returned digital value ‘64’ when the rock was placed
under water. This corresponds to 4.76 mA current output from the sensor. Figure 5.22
shows corresponding part of the water depth graph; the marker corresponds to measured
pressure sensor current output, resulting in water depth estimation of ~1 m of. Due to
rotation / roll of a Smart Rock with embedded pressure sensor the pressure sensor
membrane can be located at a different level, as it could be top of the Smart Rock or
bottom of the Smart Rock, leading to the ~50 cm range of water depth change. Thus,
Smart Rock-based estimated water depth is within reasonable accuracy (~50 cm) of the
actual location of the Pressure Sensor under water, as observed during the test. Data
collection from the Smart Rock installed at the Roubidoux Creek was planned to continue
by a determined schedule next months.
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Figure 5.22 Pressure sensor characterization graph
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5.4.5. US Road 63 – Gasconade River Revisit After a Flood. In the beginning
of August 2013 large flood happened in the area where the Smart Rock sensors were
installed. Particularly the Gasconade river US Road 63 bridge location experienced
amounts of water exceeding level of 15 meters. The location was revisited in September
2013 to check the state of the installed Smart Rock sensors.
Three out of five installed sensors were found in the river and retrieved for
inspection - Rocks ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’. Two sensors – Rocks ‘D’ and ‘E’, which initially
were installed at deeper locations and stronger water streams were not found. Due to
large flood scale it is safe to assume these sensors were moved significantly away from
the bridge.
Due to the strong flood the Smart Rock sensors were exposed to significant
pressure produced by over 15 m depth of water. Previously the active Smart Rocks were
not tested in such conditions, so the rocks were retrieved for detailed inspection and
checking. First, communication with the Smart Rock sensors was checked, to confirm
that the Smart Rocks are present in the nearby area at the bridge. Then, a visual review of
the bridge site was performed to locate the rocks. Figure 5.23 shows corresponding Base
Station setup up at the river bank, and the specially designed raft which was used to lift
the located Smart Rocks from the river.

Figure 5.23 The Smart Rock communication Base Station operated at the river bank,
and the raft for Smart Rock retrieval
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Figure 5.24 shows the retrieved Smart Rock sensors in the concrete shells, and the
extracted inner bucket cores with electronics inside. The excessive flood pressure
deformed the inner buckets, however they did not leak and the electronic circuitry was
not damaged. After inspection and embedded software updates the Smart Rocks were reinstalled at the same bridge location end of September 2013.

Figure 5.24 Recovered Smart Rocks, and the extracted inner core buckets
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6. SMART ROCK SYSTEM EXTENSIONS

6.1. BASE STATION RECEIVER WITH DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
Digital Signal Processing (DSP) can improve sensitivity and filtering features,
resulting in a more stable communication link for Smart Rock data acquisition even over a
longer distance. It also allows various filter settings tailored to local noise environments.
Therefore, a DSP board with audio interface/codec was designed and built.
6.1.1. Advanced Base Station Receiver Hardware Design. This section briefly
describes the hardware implementation of the advance Smart Rock communication
advanced Base Station with analog signal output, suitable for DSP processing.
To perform DSP processing (filtering, data decoding) in the Smart Rock
communication the signals had to be converted from RF frequency (125 KHz) to
frequency more suitable for DSP processing, like is for example audio band. To convert
signals from the Smart Rock operating frequency of 125 kHz to the audio frequency
range, a down mixing concept was implemented in the advanced Base Station design. As
a side feature, the advanced design also contains an analog demodulator circuitry,
generating the standard RS232 output. This makes possible easy replace of general base
station by the advanced design, without need to change any user-oriented graphical user
interfaces or tools.
Figure 6.1 shows the block diagram of the analog pre-amplifier unit in the
advanced Base Station design. The input of the preamplifier is connected to the 125 kHztuned antenna. The received signal is passed through a low-frequency band-pass filter,
amplified and mixed down to 20 kHz at the first stage of frequency downshifting circuitry.
The 20 kHz signal is further mixed down to 800 Hz at the second stage of frequency
downshifting, which can be connected to any computer sound card and easily loaded into
standard software like MATLAB or LabView with signal processing capabilities. Three
RSSI estimations are available for the original signal and two intermediate frequency
downshifting stages, providing a more robust dynamic response of the base station system.
Figure 6.2 shows the layout of all control components in the base station preamplifier
PCB. In addition to the analog demodulation in the basic base station design, the advanced
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design is capable of signal filtering, amplification, three-step log-detection for RSSI
estimation, and conversion from the 125 kHz signal to the 800 Hz signal in audio band.

Figure 6.1 Preamplifier Module Block Diagram in the Advanced Base Station

Figure 6.2 Preamplifier Module Layout of the Base Station Design

Figure 6.3 shows a prototype of the advanced base station receiver unit and the
multilayer arrangement of the four PCBs (one per antenna/input channel) inside the
receiver unit. The station provides four independent channels for signal processing. The
four printed circuit boards are stacked inside the enclosure and controlled at the front
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panel of the unit. Apart from the audio output (DSP input), each channel can also be
individually tuned and used as a demodulator with the COM port interface.

Figure 6.3 Prototype of the Advanced Base Station Receiver

6.1.2. Advanced Base Station Receiver DSP Design. This section describes the
algorithm and test results for the digital signal processing implementation for the Smart
Rock transmitted data acquisition.
The Smart Rock board microcontroller was programmed to operate with
amplitude-shift keying (ASK) modulated signals of 125 KHz carrier frequency and
configurable baud rate. The baud rate, however, cannot be specified as an arbitrary value
and is available as a selection from a set of values described by formula (2):
Baud Rate = Fosc/(4*(N+1))

(2)

where N is an int8 value. The carrier frequency of the modulated output signal can be
configured as Fosc divided by any of [2,4,8,16,32,64,128] value.
6.1.3. Real Time DSP Demodulator Algorithm. The algorithm implemented on
the DSP-board to demodulate the signal sent from the Smart Rock is shown in Figure 6.4.
Following description refers to the data variables shown in the algorithm flow-chart and
used in the actual implemented code.
The Smart Rock is programmed to send data at a rate of 250 bits/second. This
allows for the DSP to sample at 96 kHz, which results in 384 samples/bit.

Since
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asynchronous clocks are used between the smart rock and the DSP, the data sent from the
smart rock is never perfectly aligned with the DSP.
One method to obtain a higher reliability in asynchronous communication is to
divide the 384 samples/bit into multiple bins and have the bins vote to see if the bit
should be a ‘zero’ or a ‘one’. Dividing each bit into 3 bins allows for 128 samples/bin.
The formula (3) provides the number of samples per bin used:

N SamplesPer Bin = Fsample / N BinsPerBit / N BitsPerSec

(3)

As long as NSamplesPerBin is close to a whole number, the selected Fsample,
NBinsPerBit and NBitsPerSec are valid. In implemented case NSamplesPerBin is 128,
Fsample is 96 KHz, NBinsPerBit is 3, and NBitsPerSec is 250.
The processBuffer() function contains all of the processing required by the
algorithm. First, 128 bits are copied from the ping or pong buffer to x[]. The fft of x[] is
calculated, and the magnitude of each data point in x is calculated and stored in gXmag[].
A typical high bit is shown below in Figure 6.5 (spike level 4x10^5); indexes 21 and 43
of gXmag[] spike when a high bit is send from the Smart Rock. A low bit is shown below
in Figure 6.6 (spike level 3x10^2). A small amount of carrier frequency harmonics still
shows up on the signal. The low bit harmonics have a much lower magnitude than the
high bit harmonics and also occur at other indexes.
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Figure 6.4 Implemented DSP-demodulator algorithm
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Max level 4x105

Figure 6.5 gXmag[] of a 1-bit received from the Smart Rock

Max level 7.7x102

Figure 6.6 gXmag[] of a 0-bit received from the Smart Rock

Next, the number of bits received is checked. If 352 bits or more have been
received, this means that the entire packet of data has been received and communication
can stop. The DSP then returns to the state where it is looking for the preamble. 352 bits
are used, because of eleven 32-bit integers are needed to store the incoming data stream
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from a Smart Rock (11*32=352). If less than 352 bits have been received, then values of
gXmag[] are summed, to see if the bin should be decoded as a ‘zero’ or ‘one’.
The indexes of gXmag[] to be summed were chosen by observing the values of
gXmag[] for cases when a signal is or is not fed to the AIC23. The indexes of gXmag[]
with the greatest difference were used to determine if the bin should be a ‘zero’ or ‘one’.
If the sum is greater than a predetermined threshold, then the bin is decoded as ‘one’,
otherwise it is decoded as ‘zero’. If the number of bins is greater than or equal to 3, then
the bins 'vote' to see if the resulting bit should be a ‘zero’ or a ‘one’. The result is then
shifted into TempData variable.
If the DSP is in a state where it is looking for the preamble, then TempData is
compared with the 32-bit preamble. If TempData matches the preamble, then the DSP is
changed to the receiving data state.
If the DSP is already in a state where it is receiving data, then it checks to see if
32 bits have been received yet. If 32 bits have been received, then TempData is written to
the RxBits array. After RxBits is full, it is sent to a computer file via a 'write data to file'
breakpoint in the Code Composer Studio. For more effective DSP-PC-communication the
corresponding breakpoint is setup to send Integer (32-bit) data as hex values.
6.1.4. Allowance For Preamble Bit Errors. For noisy environments or for debug
purposes, it is useful to allow for preamble detection with a few bit errors.
To do this, TempData is XORed with the preamble, and then the resulting bits are
summed to get the number of bit errors between TempData and the preamble. If the
number of bit errors is less than or equal to the error threshold, then CommFlag is set to
‘one’, which will start data recording. To allow for zero bit errors in the preamble, the
error threshold is set to 0.
6.1.5. Multiple Bit Voting. The DSP must take the modulated signal and
accurately convert it back to a digital signal.
Figure 6.7 shows various cases with the input signal consisting of alternating 1's
and 0's. In the ideal case, the three voting bins will be in-sync with the digital signal, as
shown in Figure 6.7 (a). In practice, this is not always the case. In the case shown in
Figure 6.7 (b) the digital signal is out-of-sync with the voting bins, resulting in the bit
errors. If the DSP is checking for a preamble, it will only find the preamble in the case
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shown in Figure 6.7 (a) and will likely miss the preamble in the case shown in
Figure 6.7 (b). One solution to this is to have multiple bits voting, as shown in
Figure 6.7 (c). In this case the sets Bits2 and Bits3 generate alternating 1's and 0's, while
the set Bits1 generates a wrong result – all bits show up as 1’s. With multiple-bits voting
each of the outcomes produced by sets Bits1, Bits2, and Bits3 is checked against the
preamble. Whenever there is a match, that bits sequence is used for recording the
following data stream. This allows for more robustness in detecting the preamble and
data processing.

a)
b)
c)
Figure 6.7 Multiple bins principle: a) ideal signal synchronization; b) non-ideal
synchronization; c) non-ideal synchronization with multiple bit voting

6.1.6. Test Results. Figure 6.8 shows the packet of data sent by a Smart Rock
module. It starts with long carrier burst (~0.18 s) followed by the preamble marker
1111111010010001.
Next, the set of alternating 0-1 bits is coming followed by coded data from the
accelerometer and magnetometer sensors. Further, the 0-1 alternating bits are continuing,
followed by the carrier wrap-up.
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Figure 6.8 Signal sent by a Smart Rock module

Figure 6.9 shows the signal header in more details, highlighting the carrier burst,
preamble, and the alternating 1-0 sequence.

Figure 6.9 Header structure of the data packet
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6.1.7. Accelerometer Data Processing. With the implemented Real Time Digital
Signal Processing code and the advanced base station hardware the acquisition and
processing of the Smart Rock’s on-board sensors data was performed.
Figure 6.10 shows the three-dimensional orientation of the XYZ readings
produced by the accelerometer sensor. As the sensor is soldered to the Smart Rock PCB,
these readings provide the board orientations. The accelerometer output data consists of
two byte values for each X, Y, and Z-axis provided as LOW byte and HIGH bytes of a 16
bit signed integer, combining which a clear indication of the accelerometer normal vector
can be obtained. Figure 6.11 shows accelerometer vector components vs. time observed
during testing.

Figure 6.10 Accelerometer sensor
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Figure 6.11 Combined reading of accelerometer output
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During the test the PCB with the accelerometer sensor was initially oriented
parallel to ground (positive Z component dominates up to the sample number 20); then
the board was flipped, so the accelerometer sensor was on bottom-side (negative Z
component dominates up to sample number 30); then a few other distinctive orientations
are tested for X and Y components. For an actual Smart Rock operation the data packet
contains data from the battery meter circuitry, accelerometer, magnetometer, gyroscope,
pressure sensor and communication protocol specific acknowledgement / response bits.
For the scope of Real Time DSP code development in this test only accelerometer data
was processed, while most of other data-parts were replaced by alternated 1-0 sequences.
For data transmission from the DSP-board to the PC input the data was combined and
provided as Uint32 values. Figure 6.12 shows structure of the corresponding output file
stored at PC side.

Figure 6.12 Extraction from stored output file with processed Smart Rock data

Each data-value sent by the DSP board is 32 bit unsigned integer. The data packet
starts from the preamble code, followed by alternating 1-0 sequence, which translates to a
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‘0x55555555’ record. Then, Low-High byte pairs provide the accelerometer readings.
The data packet also contains magnetic field sensor reading, second 1-0 alternating
sequence, packet-end carrier burst and zero-signal record, which correspond to pause in
the Smart Rock transmission. Using Matlab code the recorded data shown above is
decoded and processed as independent values.
6.2. FLIPPING MAGNET EXTENSION
The Smart Rock system development involved evaluation of number of
techniques and technologies for sensor nodes implementation and localization. One of the
techniques – ‘Passive Smart Rocks’ – is based on use of strong magnets embedded into
natural or artificial rocks, which then are used as field agents for scour monitoring. The
magnets produce static magnetic field, which penetrates well through water and ground
soil, and is not significantly affected by concrete/metal structure of a bridge. Figure 6.13
demonstrates the passive Smart Rock implementation approach.

Figure 6.13 The prototype and the schematic drawing of a passive smart rock

When installed at the bridge pier the magnets in the passive Smart Rocks
introduce an anomaly to the natural Earth magnetic field, and thus can be detected by
high-sensitivity portable magnetometer (for example Geometrics G858 MagMapper
instrument). With series of distant measurements the sources of anomalies can be
localized. The detectable disturbance amplitudes strongly depend on size of the magnet
and distance to the instrument. Orientation of the magnet also significantly affects
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detection possibility. Several tests were conducted with passive Smart Rocks deployed
underwater validating the general approach.
A few challenges were recognized during the methodology evaluation. With
number of passive magnets deployed underwater near bridge pier it is difficult to
distinguish each agent separately, as all of the magnets simultaneously contribute to
changes in Earth magnetic field in some extent. Movement / rolling of the passive Smart
Rocks underwater due to scour effect also changes orientation of the embedded magnets,
thus introducing uncertainty in distance estimation / localization. To address this issue
more complex mechanical construction of the passive Smart Rock was considered, with
gravity-based magnet’s self-orientation along the Earth magnetic field direction. This is
done by encapsulating a solid plastic sphere with embedded magnet into another (outer)
sphere and filling the space between the spheres with a low viscosity fluid for lubrication.
Figure 6.14 (a), (b), and (c) depict self-orienting magnetic Smart Rock schematic, and
prototypes of the inner solid sphere and the finished sample.

Magnet

Lubrication

Outer Spherical
Shell

Inner Solid
Sphere

a)

b)

c)

Figure 6.14 Self-orienting magnet concept: a) schematic view; b) inner solid sphere with
an embedded magnet; c) Finished self-orienting magnet

To assure magnet’s effective self-orientation friction between the spheres must be
very small. The self-orienting magnetic Smart Rock was further modified with added
external coil, controlled by an electronic circuitry. Arranging currents passing through the
coils in specified orientation local magnetic field along the coil axis can be generated.
With relatively low current consumption the produced magnetic field levels can be high
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enough to make the inner solid sphere with the magnet to re-orient along the coil axis.
Alternating current direction through the coil the magnet can be flipped in controlled
way. The frequency and the number of flips can be defined specifically and differently
for each Smart Rock unit separately, thus providing possibility to distinguish sources of
magnetic field disturbance at the base-station receiver. This design was introduced as a
Hybrid Active Smart Rock. The extension of the Smart Rock electronic control board for
the hybrid active Smart Rock unit was designed, which combines Smart Rock electronic
circuitry with a magnetic flipping core. The special extension board based on an H-bridge
circuit was designed and connected to Smart Rock v3 PCB.
The hybrid Smart Rock unit is a fully-functional active Smart Rock unit, so it can
be woken up by external RF signal, and it is capable to read embedded sensors
information, transmit data by magneto inductive communication link and also perform
controlled magnet flipping by pre-programmed sequences. The Figure 6.15 shows a
photo of the laboratory setup with the flipping magnet prototype, and the currentcontrolling circuitry block scheme.

Figure 6.15 Flipping magnet extension connected to Smart Rock v3 PCB

Input A and Input B of the H-Bridge are connected to PIC microcontroller I/O
pins. The H-Bridge has a connection to 6V and two outputs – ‘Output A’ and ‘Output B’.
A coil and a series resistive load (for current limiting purposes) are connected to the Hbridge output. When current passes through the coil a relatively strong magnetic field is
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generated within the coil core. Figure 6.16 (a) shows a solenoid coil model, Figure 6.16
(b) and Figure 6.16 (c) shows local magnetic field distribution and the field lines
direction inside and around the coil.

a)

b)

c)
Figure 6.16 Simulation model of a solenoid coil driven by a current source: a) model
view; b) and c) magnetic field distribution and direction within the coil

The generated field strength depends on number of turns in the coil, coil
dimensions and the current magnitude. A free-moving magnet placed inside the coil will
be aligned along the magnetic field vector, which is co-oriented with the coil axis. When
the direction of the current flow is changed, the magnetic field vector flips, causing
movement of the magnet.
Tests have been performed using a prototype of the hybrid active Smart Rock.
The current consumption required for effective flipping of the magnet is below 300 mA.
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The base active Smart Rock unit uses up-to 1 A current for the magneto-inductive
communication link with the coil-antenna, thus magnet flipping circuitry does not require
any additional power source or redesign of power distribution system and is compatible
with the base state Smart Rock electronic circuitry. For practical application further
optimization of the coil flipping circuitry is recommended including a capacitor across
the resistor. This will help to start the initial movement of the magnet, allowing a much
higher current. Later a much lower current is needed to maintain the flipping process.

6.3. SMART ROCK REMOTE RECONFIGURATION
A wireless sensors network configuration modification can be approached in
different ways. In [23] authors describe in details code dissemination and remote
reprogramming of the nodes of a wireless network highlighting corresponding
challenges, which include limited integrated hardware resources, energy efficiency, data
loss / transmission reliability and complex embedded software requirements. Overcoming
these issues requires significant efforts. From the Smart Rock application perspective,
complete reprogramming is not of high interest to be implemented as a system feature.
Instead, a command-line processing protocol with predefined command syntax / action is
implemented. The command processing requires data transfer functionality to be included
in the embedded software. This is achieved utilizing the on-board receiver IC (AS393x)
features for the data transfer. The IC analyzes incoming signal and detects preamble
match to generate the wake-up interrupt for the microcontroller. Following the interrupt,
the IC is capable of data stream decoding, which makes it possible to implement remote
reconfiguration of a Smart Rock unit based on a pre-defined command/action table.
The length of the command stream is not limited and depends on the embedded software
requirements. Currently 16 bits of <command>:<data> pair are used for the configuration
settings.
Table 6.1 shows sample table of the command list. The bit sequence command
line shows a 16-bit sequence. The ‘x’ symbol is a placeholder for a bit, the ‘b’ symbol
shows valuable bits used in command recognition. The commands / reconfiguration list
includes controls for timer, memory, ID settings, as well providing updates about new
rocks included into the Smart Rock network.
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Table 6.1. Smart Rock reconfiguration commands interface
Bit sequence command

Description / Action

00xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Two starting zeros / Direct command

000001xxxxxxxxxx

Respond with current sensors data only

000010ddddxxxxxx

Respond sending data from memory (up to 0b<dddd>
records)

000011xxxxxxxxxx

Clear memory content (with acknowledgement
transmission)

001111xxxxxxxxxx

Send own data and wake up all the known nodes in the
network

001101ddddxxxxxx

Don’t send own data, but wake up rock 0b<dddd>

11xxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Two starting ones / Reconfiguration command

110100xxxxxxxxxx

Set the wake up timer

1101000ddddddddx

Set the wake up timer for 0b<dddddddd> minutes

1101001ddddddddx

Set the wake up timer for 0b<dddddddd> hours

110101dxxxxxxxxx

Set the accelerometer interrupt (d = ON/OFF)

110111xxxxxxxxxx

Set the data recording into memory (d = ON/OFF)

1111010dddddxxxx

Set own ID of the rock to 0b<ddddd>

1111011dddddcccc

Add/Overwrite a new rock into the known network list
(rock 0b<cccc>, ID 0b<ddddd>)

The command protocol can be further expanded to support additional
configuration settings.
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7. SMART ROCK NETWORK DESIGN

In this section development of the Smart Rock Network and the localization
scheme is described.
Typically, triangulation schemes are used for localization of a signal source by
processing received signal phase difference or time difference of arrival at multiple
receiving nodes. However, with the magneto-inductive communication link utilized in
Smart Rock system these methods cannot be used due to the low frequency of operation –
125 KHz, which results in very large wavelength equal to 2.4 km. Small meter-scale
distance changes will not be observable in phase-difference measurements at a typical
Smart Rock localization bridge site. Therefore, use of the magnitude-only Received
Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) data is proposed. As described in sections [3, 6] the
designed base stations can process the received signal and estimate the RSSI, thus the
data can be acquired by individual communication between each Smart Rock sensor and
the base station. Figure 7.1 shows a possible communication scenario, when each Smart
Rock responds to a wake-up signal from the base station located on the bridge deck; the
base station later assesses the RSSI for each sensor.

Figure 7.1 Smart Rocks individual communication with the base station
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However, many bridges are elevated to tens of meters height over the river
surface, thus the distance between an underwater sensor and the base station antennas
could become very large. As signal strength decreases with distance, this would require
heavy use of filtering and amplification to clean up signal, and lead to RSSI sensitivity
and accuracy degradation.
In the same time, the distance between nearby Smart Rocks underwater is in shorter
range of 2 - 10 meters, which provides better RSSI dynamic response to the distance
change (as it will be shown in the section 7.5.2). Based on these considerations the Smart
Rock Network was designed.
7.1. SMART ROCK NETWORK IMPLEMENTATION
The Smart Rock Network operation is based on two levels of communication:
-

Level 1 :: Base Station-to-Smart Rock sensor communication (long range)

-

Level 2 :: Sensor-to-Sensor communication (shorter range)

Each level utilizes the same protocol and wake-up signal structure, described in
section 6, which provides flexibility in sensor response control.
The standard operation scenario for the Smart Rock Network data acquisition is
the following:
1. The Base Station loads the list of IDs for all the sensors in the network
2. The Base Station sends a wake up signal to the first sensor in the list (‘Rock
A’) with the command “Send own data and wake up all the known nodes in
the network”
3. The sensor Rock ‘A’ wakes up, parses the bit-sequence command, sends own
sensors data to the base station
4. The sensor Rock ‘A’ initiates further sensor-to-sensor communication
sequence
a. The sensor Rock ‘A’ loads the list of IDs for all the sensors in the
network
b. The sensor Rock ‘A’ sends a wake up signal to the next sensor in the
list (i.e. Rock ‘B’) with the command “Respond with current sensors
data only”
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c. The sensor Rock ‘B’ wakes up, parses the bit-sequence command, and

only sends own sensors data to the Base Station
d. The sensor Rock ‘A’ repeats the step 4.b for the next sensor in the list

till the list is finished
5. The Base Station repeats step 2 for the next sensor in the list till the list is
finished.
Figure 7.2 shows communication scheme in Smart Rock Network operation with
the base station communication from the bridge deck to several Smart Rock nodes (solid
red line), the corresponding nodes further initiate inter-rock communication to the other
Smart Rock nodes (dashed red lines), which then send own sensor readings to the base
station (black dashed lines).

Figure 7.2 Smart Rock Network communication with the base station

The sensors reading default data package sent from a Smart Rock to the Base
Station includes the Smart Rock orientation, battery level information and the RSSI of the
wake-up signal received. Thus, after whole cycle of the network communication the RSSI
associated with each Smart Rock sensors pair is available to the Base Station. Next, the
RSSI is translated in distance between the Smart Rocks and can be used for mapping and
localization algorithms. Next sections describe testing of RSSI acquisition, RSSI to
distance conversion, calibration, dynamic range, and antenna orientation effects.
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7.2. RSSI ACQUISITION ON THE CORE-BOARD
First, component level testing of the RSSI reading chip - Low-Frequency receiver
IC AS3930 - was performed. The RSSI response of the chip was tested in a controlled
manner – feeding a signal with the known magnitude directly to the receiver IC.
Figure 7.3 shows an Agilent A5181A analog signal generator and a Smart Rock PCB
having the AS3930 IC onboard. The output cable from the signal generator is connected
to the receiver IC input pins via a header interface.

Figure 7.3 Agilent A5181A signal generator, Smart Rock core board with AS3933 chip

Continuous sinusoidal signal at a frequency of 125 KHz was used during the tests.
The RSSI readings were processed by the PIC microcontroller through a SPI bus
connection and transmitted to the Base Station by the connected loop antenna.
The acceptable input voltage range for the RSSI estimation was [44 :: 43000] uVrms.
When the receiver signal strength is out of this range the IC produces output ‘zero’ or the
RSSI register data limit.
The RSSI register of the AS3933 provides 5 bits value. Each step in the RSSI
value corresponds to the 2 dB change of the signal magnitude of 2. Figure 7.4 shows
comparison of the datasheet information and the observed IC behavior. The tested IC
demonstrated good correlation with the datasheet, validating RSSI reading range and
embedded software routines for data processing.
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Figure 7.4 Graphs of RSSI reading vs. Input Voltage :: datasheet (left) experiment (right)

AS3930 RSSI reader has high input sensitivity, detecting signals of magnitude as
low as ~43 uV. However, as the dynamic range of the IC is ~60 dB, the maximum input
voltage accepted is ~43 mV. If smart rocks are located too close one to another the signal
strength observed at the receiving unit could exceed this limit. To keep the IC operational
the dynamic range of RSSI reader can be extended by adding secondary RSSI-reader
circuitry to the Smart Rock electronic board covering higher signal strength range, or by
implementing dynamic attenuation / antenna damping.
Next, system level tests with two Smart Rock electronic units were performed in
outdoor environment. In these tests the RSSI values have been acquired from the rock-torock communication data signal. This introduced some additional uncertainties; such are
antenna tuning, orientation, and effects of the ground. Figure 7.5 shows a photo of the
test setup and labels the main components. The transmitting Smart Rock electronic unit
was located at a stationary place nearby the Base Station receiver. The receiving Smart
Rock unit was placed on a cart and step-by-step moved away from the transmitter. The
distance range within RSSI acquisition limits was determined.
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Figure 7.5 Photo of the system level tests for RSSI acquisition

The tests were performed in a few fixed orientations between the rocks:
-

co-axial co orientation: both antennas perpendicular to the ground

-

co-planar co-orientation: both antennas parallel to the ground, located in the
same plane

-

90-degree perpendicular orientation: both antennas perpendicular to the
ground.

Figure 7.6 illustrates the considered orientations of the coils over the ground
plane.

Figure 7.6 A pair of Smart Rock antennas in co-axial, co-planar, and 90-degree crossorientation orientation
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Figure 7.7 shows experimental results for RSSI readings vs. distance between the
rocks.
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Figure 7.7 Results of RSSI acquisition in rock-to-rock communication

Performed tests demonstrate that AS3920 IC provides sufficient sensitivity and
dynamic range for over 15 m distance range estimation. In both co-axial and co-planar
orientations RSSI readings were valid in up to 19 m distance. Up to 11 meters distance
the co-planar orientation demonstrated about 3 dB lower reading as compared to co-axial,
however at larger distances the co-planar orientation had 2 dB stronger output due to
effect of the ground / environment influence of the test site. The tests were repeated two
times in each configuration and RSSI estimation demonstrated excellent repeatability. In
case of 90 degree cross-orientation of the loop antennas a very strong polarization loss
was observed. In this case the communication/RSSI estimation is drastically limited to
short ranges only. This is an expected issue and such specific critical orientation between
the rocks is unlikely to happen in a practical case. It would lead to not being able to
communicate from one specific rock to another, however, in a network of many rocks
one missing link will only reduce the location estimation accuracy a little.
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7.3. ANTENNA ORIENTATION ACQUISITION
The Smart Rocks are equipped with LSM303DLH - ultra compact high
performance e-compass: 3D accelerometer and 3D magnetometer module. The six
independent readings are accessible via an I2C interface: three components of the
accelerometer (Xa, Ya, Za) and three components of the magnetometer (Xm, Ym, Zm).
Figure 7.8 shows local XYZ coordinates system associated with the component.

Figure 7.8 Local coordinates system in LSM303 component

The LSM303 provides number of configurable options - dynamically selectable
sensitivity, output data rates, and two independently programmable external inertial
interrupt pins. Thus, on a sudden acceleration or change in nearby magnetic field, it can
generate an output signal to trigger Smart Rock board microcontroller wake-up. Each magnetometer and accelerometer - can be turned on and off individually to save power; a
special sleep-to-wakeup function allows the accelerometer to sleep until an inertial
interrupt is triggered.
The Smart Rock assembly was designed with fixed placement of the electronic
control board in the plane of the loop antenna. Thus, the magnetometer reading can de
directly associated with the antenna orientation. Figure 7.9 shows results of systematic
independent rotation of a Smart Rock unit around different axes assessing roll, pitch, and
heading data. Specifically, a unit was rotated around X-axis to observe roll data (red
markers), around Y-axis to observe the pitch data (blue markers), and along Z-axis to
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observe the heading data. The heading data was recorded twice – with the Smart Rock
antenna perpendicular to the ground (green markers), and parallel to the ground (magenta
markers). The results successfully demonstrate three-dimensional orientation estimation
for a Smart Rock.

Figure 7.9 Smart Rock antenna orientation acquisition test data

Next, unit-to-unit repeatability of the antenna orientation acquisition was
evaluated with a set of coils present in close proximity to each other. Five Smart Rock
units were arranged in parallel and rotated for 360 degree in XY plane. Figure 7.10 shows
photos of the test setup for a few rotational steps. For each step of the rotation threedimensional vectors for the loop antennas normal was calculated based on magnetometer
sensor reading. Figure 7.11 shows projection of the loop antenna normal vector to the XY
plane. There are seventeen recorded rotational steps, and maximum average deviation
from the average normal vector for each rotational step is below 15 degree. Unit-to-unit
variation is a combined result of actual board placement uncertainty inside the assembly,
per-unit rotation uncertainty and the room environmental effects.
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Figure 7.10 Photos of the unit-to-unit repeatability test for the magnetometer reading

Figure 7.11 Visualization of the calculated rotation of the Smart Rock units in the
magnetometer reading repeatability test
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7.4. COMMUNICATION LINK AND ANTENNA MODELING
For further optimization of the communication link / channel and to achieve larger
communication distances modeling of the antennas used in Smart Rock assembly was
performed. The Smart Rock deployed at bridge sites are equipped with modified Grundig
AN-200 antennas, shown in Figure 7.12.

Figure 7.12 Grundig AN-200 Antenna: left – photo; right - simulation model

The AN-200 antenna is a double-coil antenna containing a couple turns as
excitation and a coupled resonant coil that forms the actual antenna. For simplicity of the
analysis (and tuning) the feeding structure of the antenna was modified – the short ‘feedcoil’ was disconnected and the outer coil was excited directly. The coil antenna geometry
parameters are listed in the Table 7.1:

Table 7.1. The coil antenna geometry parameters
Coil wire radius

0.4 mm

Coil radius

11.35 cm

Number of turns

28

Turn-on-Turn Height

2.3 cm
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The inductance of the coil was measured using an LCR-meter, estimated
analytically, and using Static 3D modeling in EMC Studio. In the model for selfinductance extraction the coil was placed in free space. Overall length of the coil wire is
~20 m, which was segmented with about 1.2 cm mesh-size elements, resulting in 1662
segments. The DC-resistance of the coil has a value of 0.8 Ohm. The summary of
inductance calculation is presented in the Table 7.2.

Table 7.2. The coil inductance evaluation
Measurement

348 uH

Analytical expression

317 uH

EMC Studio Static 3D simulation

349 uH

For means of transmission and receiving operation in Smart Rock unit, the coil is
tuned to a resonance frequency of 125 KHz using a tuning capacitors bank, providing a
value of about 4.7 nF. The equation (4) defines resonance frequency for LC-resonance
calculation:

f =

1
2π LC

(4).

In the simulation the exact capacitance needed to achieve the resonance at 125
KHz had a value of 4.64 nF. Figure 7.13 demonstrates simulated and measured input
impedance of the tuned coil antenna. Simulation is performed in full-wave using EMC
Studio’s Method of Moments solver, and as an L-C circuit at the Rx/Tx–antenna parts of
the system using Keysight Advanced Design System S-parameters solver.
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Figure 7.13 |Z11| TX Coil : left - series LC; right - parallel LC

Full-wave and circuit simulation results match very well; also, a good match with
the measured data is obtained. The resonant frequency is accurate, however the
simulation model misses some losses, demonstrating a much higher Q-factor. The model
was fit to measurement introducing additional resistive losses.
Figure 7.14 shows updated results; the black curve matches well to the measured
antenna response.

Figure 7.14 Antenna model losses tuning
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In Smart Rock assembly the coil is embedded into ~half-meter concrete shell.
While in final application the Smart Rocks are buried into the soil in the riverbed, the
communication testing stage was performed with Smart Rock prototype cores placed on
the ground, as shown Figure 7.15. Depending on the Smart Rock rotation the antenna can
be located at a distance 15-40 cm from the ground, which could cause detuning of the
antenna. To estimate how much the presence of ground and the rock shell rotation affects
the self-inductance of the coil a series of simulation were performed. The model views in
Figure 7.15 show rotation of the antenna for 0 and 75 degree. These models do not
directly represent rolling, as the center of the antenna is kept on the same height.

Figure 7.15 A Smart Rock prototype placed on ground: left – photo; right - models

Figure 7.16 demonstrates change in simulated self-inductance of the coil and the
resonance drift vs. rotation angle at 30 cm height over PEC ground. The presence of the
ground plane affected simulated inductance of the coil only by ~1-2 uH: free space coil
inductance is L=349.5 uH; inductance of the coil parallel to the ground is L = 348.4 uH;
inductance of the coil perpendicular to the ground is L = 347.65 uH. With a fixed tuning
capacitance value presence of ground can detune the antenna by 0.2-0.3 kHz over free
space estimation, and rotation itself can detune antenna just by 0.12 kHz. Tuning
capacitance tolerances detune antenna more significantly, shown in Table 7.3.
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Figure 7.16 Coil inductance vs. rotation angle over ground (left); resonance drift due to
rotation at fixed height

Table 7.3. Frequency change due to tuning capacitor tolerance
C
Antenna
resonance
detune

Ideal value

1%

2%

5%

10 %

20%

0

~0.6 kHz

~1.2 kHz

~3 kHz

~6 kHz

~14 kHz

Next, mutual coupling between two identical antennas was analyzed. In
simulation the TX antenna was replaced by an equivalent impressed current source with 1
A current. The transmitting antenna and the receiving antenna are co-axle located, the
receiver antenna is rotated to estimate polarization loss factor. This configuration is
similar to actual Smart Rock application having a communication channel established
from a bridge deck. Figure 7.17 shows a view of simulation model, d is the distance
between the coils; alpha is the tilt angle of the receiver coil defined as the deviation from
an orientation parallel to the Tx coil. Figure 7.18 shows the receiver antenna port model.
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Figure 7.17 Antenna orientation sweep scheme

Figure 7.18 Receiver antenna port model details

A pair of resistors having a value of 0.4 Ohm is placed in series with the coil to
represent the DC resistance of the coil (the coil wire is set as PEC), the 4.64 nF capacitor
is tuning the coil to the target resonant frequency, and the 1 KOhm resistor represents the
loading by the receiver chip input. The voltage across the 1 KOhm resistor is observed.
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Figure 7.19 demonstrates changes in the coupled voltage vs. distance from the Tx to the
Rx antenna, and the angular dependence for fixed distances to the Rx antenna.
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Figure 7.19 Coupled voltage vs. distance (left), and vs. rotation angle (right)
Change in the distance between the coils only shifts the curves levels, not
affecting the behavioral features. Such problem is analytically considered in [11], and for
the channel modeling the equation (5) is derived.

(5)
where Pr is received power, Pt is transmitted power, ω is communication frequency,

µ is permeability of the medium, N t is number of turns in the transmitting coils, N r is
number of turns in the receiving coils, at is the transmitting coils radius, ar is receiving
coil radius, r is distance between the coils, and R0 is resistance of the unit-length of the
coils loop. Figure 7.20 shows comparison of normalized coupling coefficient between the
coils obtained with full-wave model and the analytical estimation; they match very well.
The rotation effect has range of 20 dB for 0 to 85 degree angular miss-alignment; below
60 degree the miss-alignment antennas polarization loss stays less than 6 dB.
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Figure 7.20 Normalized coupling coefficient vs. mutual rotation of the coils
7.5. SMART ROCK NETWORK LOCALIZATION AND MAPPING
7.5.1. General Concept. Each Smart Rock sensor node is associated with an
individual ID, and can be mapped within the Smart Rock Network geometrical
distribution. In this section, development of a two-step localization technique is
demonstrated, and illustrated with a practical.
The first step of localization involves the architectural mapping of a local
communication network of the Smart Rocks, determining the relative positions among
the distributed sensors. The second step involves the architectural mapping of a global
communication network between a subset of select smart rocks and the base station,
defining the absolute position of the local Smart Rock Network. The use of the local
Smart Rock Network in the first step can improve the measurement accuracy of relative
distances among the Smart Rocks.
The general concept of the localization technique is implemented by first
arranging communication among a set of smart rocks in such a way that each rock
sequentially wakes up all other rocks, which send the RSSI values for the obtained wakeup signal to the base station. The rock-to-rock RSSI data received at the base station is
then processed to generate a relative positioning map of all the smart rocks. Finally, the
absolute location of a few select rocks is determined from the additional RSSI data
between the known base station and the select rocks to map the relative rock positions
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over the plan view of the bridge near the monitored pier. Alternatively, a couple of Smart
Rocks can be mounted / fixed to the bridge pier at known location. The select Smart
Rocks are those rocks that are critical to the accurate positioning of the entire rock
network and close to the base station for accurate acquisition of RSSI data.
7.5.2. Illustrative Example. To illustrate the localization technique, a network of
five smart rocks implemented at the US63 Bridge site was considered and numerically
tested with full-wave modeling based on the Method of Moments solver of the EMCoS
EMC Studio simulation tool.
The Smart Rocks antennas models described in Section 7.4 were utilized. The five
smart rocks designated as A to E were distributed as shown in Figure 7.21. For clarity,
Figure 7.22 reproduces the relative positions of all five Smart Rocks with approximate
distances among a few rocks to provide a general notion about the problem scale. In this
model, all the Smart Rocks are oriented in the same direction with the normal vector of
their co-planar loop-antennas pointed upward. In practical applications, the rotational
polarization loss factor between antennas can be taken into account with known
orientations of the antennas based on accelerometer and magnetometer measurements
from each smart rock.
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Figure 7.21 Top-View Map of the five Smart Rock installed around the pier
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Figure 7.22 Smart Rocks network simulation model view

Five simulations were performed activating one rock as a transmitting unit and
keeping the rest four rocks as receiving units in each simulation. The transmitting rock
was excited by a 1 A current source. The voltage at the receiving rocks was numerically
obtained. A complete matrix of the mutual coupled voltage [dBV] is presented in
Table 7.4.
Table 7.4. Mutual coupling voltage [dBV]
Rock A
Rock A

Rock B

Rock C

Rock D

Rock E

-36.28

-46.75

-52.38

-53.60

-42.07

-49.42

-56.87

-13.12

-39.27

Rock A

-36.29

Rock A

-46.74

-42.06

Rock A

-52.37

-49.41

-13.12

Rock A

-53.58

-56.84

-39.27

-34.46
-34.46
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Similar to Figure 7.19, the coupled voltage between two antennas can be related
to the distance between them based on a calibration test or a separate simulation set with
two antennas moved apart from 0.5 to 30 m distance. The resulting voltage-distance
curve is presented in Figure 7.23. For the localization, the mutual coupled voltages in
between each pair of the Smart Rocks were averaged and then translated into the
estimated distance (dij, i,j=1,…,5) as shown in Table 7.5.
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Figure 7.23 Coupled voltage to distance transformation curve

Table 7.5. Distance estimation between rocks in the 5-rocks network [m] (d)
Rock A
Rock A

Rock B

Rock C

Rock D

Rock E

12.2

18.2

22.6

23.7

15.2

20.2

26.8

5.0

13.7

Rock B

12.2

Rock C

18.2

15.2

Rock D

22.6

20.2

5

Rock E

23.7

26.8

13.7

11.4
11.4
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Using the known mutual distances the rocks relative location map is constructed
by following procedure [24].
1) The first rock in the Network is set into origin of coordinate system (0,0)
X1 = 0, Y1 = 0
2) The coordinates of the second rock in the Network applied (d12,0). This
defines the X-axis direction
X2 =d12, Y2 = 0
3) The coordinate of the third rock is obtained using locations of the first two
rocks and the distances from the third rock to first and second rocks (d31 and
d32). This defines the Y-axis direction

X3 =

(d12 − d32 + d31 )
, Y3= d32 2 − (d12 − X 3 )2
2d12

4) Next the first three rocks are used as base nodes for triangulation to map the
rest of the rocks. The X coordinate is calculated the same way as for the third
rock, while for the Y coordinate there are possible two candidate solutions.
Both are tested comparing resulting calculated distances to the known values.
The one with lower difference is selected.

Xi =

2Y ± 4Y32 − 4(Y32 + ( X i − X 3 ) 2 − di 32 )
(d12 − di 2 + di1 )
, Yi = 3
2d12
2

The relative rock location map is then aligned to the actual bridge site by
translational movement, rotation, and/or mirror reflection. Figure 7.24 shows the
resulting relative location map of the five rocks.
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Figure 7.24 Mapping of the 5-rock network based on simulated RSSI readings

Positions of the Smart Rocks at the US63 Bridge were known based on geo
survey, thus the mapping accuracy can be directly estimated. To align the simulated
localization map with the survey result, Rock E in Figure 7.25 was set to (0,0) coordinate
and the coordinate system was rotated to align the the X-axis to the line from Rock E to
Rock A. The aligned relative rock position map or the reconstructed map of five rocks is
presented in Figure 7.25a. For comparison, the survey data is shown in Figure 7.25b to
show the actual map of the five Smart Rocks. The absolute difference between each
rock’s estimated and surveyed XY coordinates is calculated and listed in Table 7.6. The
maximum location error is less than 5 cm for the 5-rock network simulation.
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Figure 7.25 Smart Rock deployment map: a) actual positions; b) localization simulation

Table 7.6. Location error for simplified 5-rock network simulation

Location error [m]

Rock A

Rock B

Rock C

Rock D

0.042

0.036

0.028

0.025

Rock E

In the electronic design of the core smart rock electronic boards, the embedded
receiver IC AS393x is used to perform the RSSI estimation. The IC has 60 dB dynamic
range and uses a 5-bit register for RSSI values. This results in 2 dB quantization over 30
quantization levels of non-zero RSSI readings. Further simulation of data processing was
performed to understand the effects of the RSSI dynamic range and the number of
quantization levels on the localization accuracy for the considered 5-rock network.
Let the received signal strength at 30 m distance be the minimum RSSI
sensitivity. The 60 dB dynamic range can then be used over a measurement distance of 3
to 30 m in the voltage-distance calibration curve in Figure 7.23. Figure 7.26 shows the
modified voltage-distance calibration curve considering the RSSI dynamic range and
quantization levels. Figure 7.27 shows the quantization level as a function of distance
with each black circle marking the middle distance relative to that quantization level.
This analysis assumes no polarization loss, and will thus need to be modified to
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compensate the loss based on the known mutual orientation between the antennas from
accelerometer and gyroscope measurements in practical applications.
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Figure 7.26 Coupled voltage to distance transformation curve with 60 dB dynamic range
and 30 quantization levels
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Figure 7.27 Quantization levels vs. distance

The Smart Rock mapping algorithm is based on the knowledge of the distances
between the rocks. Its performance is thus affected by the quantization on the distance
information as evaluated through the following parametric study. The number of
quantization levels ranges from 8 to 256 corresponding to 3 to 8 bit Analog to Digital
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conversions. It can be seen from Figure 7.27 that the largest distance estimation error due
to RSSI quantization occurs at largest distances. Thus, the distance range of the lowest
RSSI reading defines the maximum distance error between the pair if transmitting /
receiving rocks. In the Smart Rock network model, however, distances between the rocks
are calculated in set of many rocks. As result, error can accumulate during series of
distance estimation and be significantly increased. In Figure 7.28 the red curve shows
distance range of the lowest RSSI quantization level. Increasing number of quantization
levels the distance inaccuracy significantly decreases. The black curve in Figure 7.28
shows simulated distance estimation inaccuracy in a 5-rock network with 30 m special
range, which follows the same trend both significantly decreasing as the number of
quantization levels increases. The rock-to-rock distance inaccuracy is about 0.5 m for 7bit RSSI resolution (128 quantization levels) and can be as high as 2 m for 5-bit
resolution (30 quantization levels as used in AS393x IC).
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Figure 7.28 Distance inaccuracy due to RSSI quantization levels

Figure 7.29 shows maximum location error observed in a simulated 5-rock
network mapping. For a number of quantization levels larger than 150 the maximum
localization error is less than 0.5 m. This result is in general agreement with the distance
inaccuracy conclusion.
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Figure 7.29 Location error due to RSSI quantization levels

The above parametric studies showed that an 8-bit RSSI acquisition circuitry can
provide the required resolution for accurate mapping of a smart rock network. The
distance inaccuracy and location error are both within 0.5 m for the 5-rock smart rock
network deployed at the US63 Bridge site.
7.6. SMART ROCK NETWORK MAPPING BASED ON COMPUTATIONAL
INTELLIGENCE APPROACH
While regular triangulation techniques can be applied for ideal simulation-based
network data processing, it becomes more difficult to apply them for real Smart Rock
network analysis. The core parameter for the mapping is RSSI data, which accuracy is
affected by a number of uncertainties, which include:
-

RSSI acquisition quantization and dynamic range (discussed above)

-

Current magnitude in the transmitting antenna

-

Antenna impedance tuning (resonance)

-

Antenna detuning due to the local environment in the deployment location

-

Effect of the complex/ large scale metal /steel construction of the bridge

-

Antenna orientation / assembly

-

Pair of antennas misalignment / polarization loss compensation
Additionally, the mutual RSSI/distance matrix may be incomplete, with missing

information for some of the rock pairs – this could happened due to large distance
between the specific rocks, high polarization loss or a technical failure of operation.
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With these factors in consideration there can be no exact mapping solution
available for estimated mutual distances between the Smart Rocks. In the triangulation
scheme the rocks are added to the map one by one, and every new rock position
uncertainty would impact the next one and accumulate quickly.
An overview and theoretical analysis of exact graph-solution based localization
approach in wireless sensors networks is given in [25]. The authors demonstrate that the
localization problem for a network of the wireless nodes with precise distance matrix is
not in general numerically well posed. Even if it is solvable with the given data, it may be
unsolvable with data arbitrarily “close” to that which is given. Such cases require
approximate solutions, which are hard to compute due to the hardness of the localization
problem. Especially, the cases with sparse graphs (which would be a case with partially
missing distance information between some of the Smart Rock pairs for example) are
problematic. Considerations for an effective algorithm for approximate localization
permitting moderate errors on distances and misplacement of a fraction of the sensors are
still an open research area. Results and approaches might range significantly for different
density of nodes in a practical hardware network. General wireless sensor network
localization techniques are reviewed in [26], considering measurement of angle of arrival,
distance, time difference of arrival, RSSI and hybridization of these approaches in onehop and multi-hop algorithms. Another wide overview of the localization systems for
wireless sensor networks is given in [27], summarizing most of the concepts, as well
demonstrating the corresponding algorithms with examples. A centralized positioning
algorithm MDS-MAP [28] (multidimensional scaling), and a distributed positioning
algorithm HOP-TERRAIN [29] are investigated and compared in [30], stressing these
algorithms to the extreme case when only connectivity information is available, with
most of the range data missing. The multidimensional scaling (MDS) algorithm is the
base method, operating with assumption that all pairwise distances are accurately known,
which in most practical applications including Smart Rock Network is not the case. The
Distributed Randomized Gradient Descent (DRGD) method is proposed in [31], which in
noise-free distance measurement provides true locations of the nodes. The method is also
applicable in a noisy environment, is targeted for embedded implementation on the
wireless sensor nodes, and can be used for mobile targets tracking.
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Described analytical methods to solve localization optimization problem often
require high computational efforts, which scale drastically as the problem size
(dimensions) increases. This builds up a motivation for developing optimization methods,
which reduce computational effort, utilize lower resources and produce high accuracy
results.
A number of bio-inspired computational intelligence techniques have been
applied for wireless sensor networks localization problems of various complexities. An
extensive survey of computational intelligence applications to wireless sensor networks
from various research areas and publication venues is presented in [32]. It described
challenges in wireless sensors networks, paradigms of computational intelligence, links
specific paradigms to the considered challenges and provides guide for computational
intelligence methods in sensor networks applications. The considered computational
intelligence paradigms include Neural Networks, Fuzzy Logic, Evolutionary Algorithms,
Swarm Intelligence, Artificial Immune Systems, and Reinforcement Learning. For the
localization challenge specifically, the Neural Networks, Evolutionary Algorithms and
Swarm Intelligence techniques are recommended for application.
Another survey [33] is focused on Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [34], [35]
in wireless sensor networks, highlighting ease of implementation, high quality of
solutions, computational efficiency, and speed of convergence as the major strengths of
the PSO. The paper provides structured task list for PSO applications, classifying
different versions of PSO to be most suitable for specific wireless network task, such as
are localization, deployment or data-fusion. PSO is one of the most popular swarm
intelligence algorithms and is inspired by social behavior of bird flocking or fish
schooling, which is very effective in solving multidimensional optimization problems.
Many modifications of the method were introduced with specific tuning for various
complex environment adaptations, including power systems, classifications, antenna
design, and electromagnetics [36]. In PSO a set of particles – potential solutions – are
randomly initialized in the search space, estimate own personal fitness value pbest, share
it to determine the global best fitness value gbest and update own multidimensional
velocity and direction accounting for both historical personal best location and global
best location. In some implementations, the particles also share a local best value lbest
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within a set of nearby located particles. Thus, at each iteration the flock of particles is
moving in general following the global best direction, and performing near local fitness
observation. The PSO concept consists of changing the velocity (accelerating) of each
particle toward its pbest and gbest locations. Acceleration is weighted by a random (or
intelligently controlled) term, with separate values being generated for acceleration
toward pbest and gbest locations, thus controlling exploration and exploitation rates. PSO
is not largely affected by the size and nonlinearity of the problem, and can converge to
the optimal solution in many problems where most analytical methods fail to converge.
Compared to the other similar optimization techniques, such as are for example Genetic
Algorithms (GA) PSO can demonstrate a few distinctive advantages: 1) PSO is easier to
implement and there are less number of parameters to adjust; 2) In PSO, every particle
can remember not only its own historical best value, but the best value in the local
neighborhood; providing more comprehensive memory features than the GA; 3) PSO is
also more efficient in maintaining the diversity of the swarm, since all the particles use
not only the information related to the most successful particle in order to improve
themselves but, as controlled by exploration rate parameter, continue local search in near
best direction, which is beneficial in problems with many local maximums when the best
particle could get trapped. In GA, the temporarily worse solutions are easily discarded
and only the good ones are saved; making the population evolve around a subset of the
best individuals only.
The deployment and localization tasks assessed with two bio-inspired algorithms
– PSO and BFA (Bacterial Foraging Algorithm) [37] are considered in more details in
[38]. BFA is an evolutionary optimization algorithm that mimics the foraging behavior of
Escherichia coli (E. coli) bacteria. BFA considers the movement of E. coli bacteria that
advances to find nutrient-rich locations in human intestine. Movement of an E. coli
bacterium can be considered as two types of movements: tumbling and swimming.
Tumbling represents a random direction change; swimming represents a movement along
a straight line in a chosen direction. In a neutral medium a bacterium alternates tumbling
and swimming movements. When a bacterium detects a nutrient concentration, it starts
chemotaxis movement in the direction corresponding to te nutrient concentration
gradient. In the optimization algorithm this is modeled as a swimming step, and for each
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bacterial particle it is repeated until a best fitness value is reached, but only for a
predefined maximum number of steps. After the maximum chemotactic steps reached, a
reproduction step is performed - the population associated objective function values are
sorted, and the least healthy bacteria are replaced by the copies of the healthier bacteria.
The reproduction steps also have a predefined maximum, and after it is reached, an
elimination-dispersal step is performed, on which a bacterium is eliminated and a new
bacterium is created at a random location in the search space with a certain probability.
The optimization stops after number of elimination-dispersal rounds.
Swarm of bacteria is created by means of cell-to-cell signaling with an attractant
and a repellent property. The cell-to-cell signaling helps cells to move toward other cells
by attractant property, and keeps them at some distance by repellent property. It was
shown in the reference paper, that PSO determines the wireless sensor node coordinates
more quickly, while BFA does so more accurately. A judicial choice between the
algorithms depends on the desired localization accuracy and the desired speed of
localization.
A hybrid PSO-ANN (Artificial Neural Network) method in application for
wireless sensor localization for indoor and outdoor track cycling is presented in [39].
Artificial Immune System was also applied for node localization in wireless sensors
network, as described in [40]. In this work the artificial immune system is implemented
as a population based optimization algorithm focused on called Clonal Selection
Algorithm (CSA), which is compared to a reference PSO solution and demonstrates better
performance in the considered problem and methods implementation. A modification of
PSO algorithm balanced with intensive local search was named Bat Algorithm, and is
described in [41]. In this method each particle (a bat) in population has associated
wavelength and loudness of an echolocation pulse used to detect a prey in a hunting
action. When a bat particle detects a prey the loudness decreases, which helps the
algorithm to perform denser local search in the active area of the search space. Another
modification of PSO algorithm – Comprehensive Learning Particle Swarm Optimization
(CLPSO) [42] is considered for localization problem in [43]. CLPSO utilizes a learning
strategy whereby not only the global best, but also all participating particles’ historical
personal best information is used to update a particle’s velocity. This helps to avoid the
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cases in which a standard PSO algorithm can get trapped in a local optimum when
solving complex multimodal problems. Specific implementations features of CLPSO
provide number of advantages, such as are a) use of all particles’ pbest values as
exemplars to guide a particle’s flying direction; b) learn different dimensions directions
not from a single best particle, but from different particles independently; c) temporarily,
for a few generations, learn a dimension direction from a single exemplar, and not from
both gbest, and pbest. After comparing CLPSO to eight other modifications, the authors
in [43] are citing the “no free lunch” theorem [44] - “any elevated performance over one
class of problems is offset by performance over another class”, and conclude that CLPSO
achieve the best performance results on most complex multimodal optimization
problems, while loses the competition to other methods for the smaller problems. In [45]
authors consider newly proposed method of Grey Wolves Optimization (GWO) [46] for
wireless sensor networks localization. The GWO algorithm mimics the leadership
hierarchy and natural hunting behavior of grey wolves. Four types of grey wolves such as
alpha, beta, delta, and omega are employed for simulating the leadership hierarchy. The
alpha represents the leader best solution, the beta refers to the second possible best
solution, and the gamma is the third best solution within the search space. The rest of
candidate solutions are considered as following omega wolves. In addition, three main
steps of hunting - searching for prey (exploration), encircling prey, and attacking prey
(exploitation) - are implemented to perform optimization. It is demonstrated that the
GWO provide very good exploration, local minima avoidance, and exploitation
simultaneously, leading to high performance in solving challenging problems. The
Shuffled Frog Leaping (SFL) [47] and Firefly Algorithm (FFA) [48] are applied to the
localization problem in [49]. The SFL algorithm is swarm intelligence based biological
evolution algorithm, which operates with a group of frogs in which each frog represents a
set of feasible solutions. The different memeplexes are assumed as different culture of
frogs which are located at different places in the solution space. The group of frogs is
generated and based on the fitness values the individual frogs in the group are arranged in
descending order, to determine the global best solution. Next, the group is divided into
several ethnic groups (memeplexes), each of which contains a number of frogs. Then the
best and worst solutions in each group are found, the best solutions are grouped together,
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while the worst solution particles are re-evaluated with updated positions. Next, the
whole population is resorted and re-grouped again continuing iterative process. The FFA
algorithm operates with a swarm of particles modeling firefly social behavior of
producing short and rhythmic flashes of light in unique pattern of flashes, which attracts
the other fireflies as mating partners or as food search contributors. The main parameters
in the model are the flash brightness (which decreases with distance), and attractiveness,
which is a relative criterion for each other firefly. The paper finds that the both methods
produce similar results, with FFA being slightly more accurate on the cost of longer
computational time.
As various researchers show, no single optimization technique can be claimed to
be best for all types of optimization problems. A typical Smart Rock network localization
problem is characterized by relatively low number of dimensions – coordinates of up-to
5-20 Smart Rocks (thus number of dimensions is in range of [10:40] for 2D localization,
and [15:60] for 3D localization), various quality of RSSI/distance conversion (further
located rocks have lower RSSI accuracy due to quantization levels), and the whole
mutual RSSI matrix may be incomplete. It is not directly known, which of the
optimization methods would work best for such problem. Thus a couple of swarm
intelligence methods were selected for evaluation in Smart Rock network application.
Specifically Small Population Particle Swarm Optimization (SPPSO), and yet another
bio-inspired Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO) [50] method were implemented and
compared. It is reported in [51] and [52], that CSO and improved CSO with Adaptive
Inertia Weight outperform PSO in certain applications, including standard benchmark
functions (Rastrigin and others), and electrical circuit filter design. The basic idea in CSO
is operating with a swarm of cats, which could stay at each iteration in one of the two
states - 'seeking mode' or 'tracing mode'. In the seeking mode a cat slowly explores a
number of nearby positions by himself (modeling resting cat lazily observing the
environment). In the tracing mode a 'cat' jumps to the direction of the best known
position (solution) within the swarm. At the following iterations the cats’ roles are
randomly re-assigned, so a cat, which was in tracing mode, might now rest and a cat,
which was in resting mode, may be triggered for tracing.
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Next sections describe the algorithms for the selected methods, which are later
utilized for mapping algorithm development evaluation.
7.6.1. Small Population Particle Swarm Optimization. Small Population
Particle Swarm Optimization is a modification of the classical PSO, presented in [53].
As described earlier, in PSO the potential solutions, called particles, are moving
through the problem space with given a random multi-dimensional velocity. Each particle
has associated memory, in which it keeps track of own previous best position and
corresponding fitness. The personal best position is named the pbest, and is stored
separately for each particle. The personal best values of all the particles are globally
shared, and the global best position of the swarm is stored in the gbest value. The PSO
technique arranges iterative acceleration of each particle toward its own pbest and the
global gbest locations at each step. The level of acceleration in directions of both pbest
and gbest locations is controlled by random weighting coefficients. Figure 7.30 shows
particles’ position update diagram.

Figure 7.30 Particle position update diagram

In the diagram the P(k) is current position of the particle, and the P(k+1) is the
modified next iteration position; s(PBestk-Pk) is the velocity of the particle towards own
best position; t(GBestk-Pk) is the velocity of the particle towards global best position;
Vidk is the initial velocity from the previous iteration; w is the inertia weight control
parameter, which affects exploration and exploitation rates.
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The classical PSO algorithm proceeds as following:
1) A population of particles is initialized with random positions and multidimensional velocities in d dimensions of the search space.
2) The fitness function is evaluated for each particle.
3) Each particle’s fitness value is tested against its own historical fitness value at
pbest location. If the current position of the particle results in better fitness value,
the pbest position get overwritten with the new location and associated fitness
value is stored.
4) Updated pbest values through the whole population are tested against historical
global best gbest value. In case any of the fitness values from personal pbest
positions are now better than fitness of the gbest location, the gbest is getting
overwritten with the best out of new pbest values, and corresponding fitness value
is getting stored.
5) Positions of the particles are updated by the equation (6)

Pidk +1 = Pidk + Vid

(6)

Where Vid is defined by the equation (7)

Vid = w × Vidk + c1 × rand1 × ( PBestid − P k ) + c2 × rand 2 × (GBest − P k )

(7)

Here Pid(k) is current position of the particle in the d-dimensional space,
Pid(k+1) is updated position of the particle, Vid is velocity of the particle in
current iteration, Vidk is velocity of the particle in previous iteration, rand1 and
rand2 are uniform random functions in a unit interval.
6) Step ‘2’ repeats until a termination condition is satisfied, which is usually a target
fitness value or a maximum limit of iterations.
The parameter w before Vidk is the inertia weight. As mentioned earlier it can be
used to control the exploration and exploitation in the search space. Inertia weight value
can help to avoid local minima, considering small local neighborhood area, however, to
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improve convergence speed the larger global neighborhood area needs to be considered.
Thus, for optimal search the inertia weight can be dynamically changed during the PSO
iterative process – starting with large value, and gradually decreasing for more precise
search at later stages. Typically the particle velocity is limited in a predefined dynamic
range, defining vmax value, controlling this also affects local minima avoidance and
trapped particle rescue. The constant c1 and c2, are cognition and social components,
which steer the particle movement toward pbest and gbest respectively. The Small
Population PSO is a modification of a classical PSO algorithm tailored to operate with
reduced number of particles. This is achieved by introducing an epoch term, which
defines number of PSO iterations, after which the population is regenerated. The gbest
and pbest positions for the particles are stored from the previous epoch. Control of the
epoch duration is important to maintain integrity of the search process; the particles
should not be regenerated too quickly, but also should not be exploited for too long to
avoid slow down in the search. Regeneration of the population with the random positions
and velocities after each epoch avoids local minima and facilitates quick detection of the
global minimum. This makes the SPPSO converge faster, reducing number of fitness
evaluations, required computational resources and time.
7.6.2. Cat Swarm Optimization. Cat Swarm Optimization (CSO) is based on
observation that indoor cats exhibit the natural instinct of strong curiosity about any
moving things [50]. While being very curios, the cats in most times are not active, and
are spending a lot of time resting, even when they are awake. However, they are almost
constantly alert, and are observing neighboring environment. Whenever any unusual
activity or movement happens, a cat usually gets interested and starts actively tracing the
changes. In CSO, behavior of cats is modeled with two major states - seeking mode and
tracing mode.
CSO operates with a group of cats representing potential solutions. First, the size
of the group is decided with a defined mixture ratio (MR), which controls how many cats
will be assigned the seeking mode, and how many cats will be assigned the tracing mode.
While the cats are resting, they either stay in occupied position or move slowly – in the
algorithm this is modeled as the seeking mode. When the cats have acquired a target to
catch, they are running / jumping towards it – in the algorithm this is modeled as the
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tracing mode. The mixture ratio is proposed to have low value to keep most of the cats in
the seeking mode, which represents the social observation from the living cats groups.
Typically to swarm intelligence implementation, every cat has associated position
in M-dimensions of the search space, velocities for each dimension, a fitness value, and
the identification flag defining the current state mode. The optimization result is obtained
via iterative process, and it represented by the best position of a cat from the group
reached by target fitness value or by maximum number of iterations.
Seeking Mode is used to model the stay of the cat that is resting, observing
environment, and seeking the next position to move to. This mode is controlled by four
factors: seeking memory pool (SMP), seeking range of the selected dimension (SRD),
counts of dimension to change (CDC), and self-position consideration (SPC). SMP
defines the size of seeking memory for each cat, which translates in number of positions
considered by a cat for further movement. SRD defines the mutative ratio for the selected
dimensions - if a dimension is selected to mutate, the difference between the new value
and the old one will be limited by the SRD range. CDC defines number of dimensions to
be changed during optimization iteration. SPC is a flag, controlling if the current position
of the cat will be considered as one of the candidates for the next iteration. The seeking
mode update proceeds as following:
- Step1: Make j=SMP copies of the present position of Cat(k), considering SPC
value and present position if needed.
- Step2: For each new copy, randomly add or subtract SRD (%) of the present
values (according to CDC), and replace the old ones.
- Step3: Evaluate the fitness function (FS) of all the candidate points.
- Step4: If all the FS are not exactly equal, calculate the probability to select each
candidate solution P(i) by equation (8); else set the selection probability for all
candidates to 1.
P(i) = |FS(i) – FSb| / (FSmax - FSmin), for 0 < I < j

(8)

Where FSb=FSmax for minimum solution fitness function goal, else
FSb= FSmin.
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- Step5: Out of the candidate points randomly pick a point to move to, and
change the position of Cat(k).
Tracing mode is used to model the stay of cat actively tracing the targets. In this
mode a cat moves with own velocities in every allowed dimension. The tracing mode
update proceeds as following:
-

Step1: For every dimension d, and every tracing cat k, update the velocities
V(k,d), based on equation (9).

V(k, d) = V(k, d) + r1*c1*(X(best,d) – X(k,d)),

for d=1,2,…,M

(9)

X(best,d) is the position of the cat, with the best fitness result; X(k,d) is the
position of Cat(k). c1 is a constant and r1 is a random value in the range of
[0,1].
-

Step2: Check the maximum velocity limits, and in case of new velocities
exceeding the limits fix them to the maximum acceptable value.

-

Step3: Update the position of Cat(k) by equation (10).

X(k,d) = X(k,d) + V(k,d)

(10)

Overall CSO proceeds as following:
-

Step1: Generate N cats.

-

Step2: Randomly distribute the cats within the M-dimensional solution space;
for each cat and dimension randomly define velocities within the maximum
velocity range. Pick number of cats to be set in tracing mode based on MR, and
set the rest of the cats in seeking mode.

-

Step3: Obtain the fitness value of all cats; determine the best potential solution
and keep the corresponding cat in memory.
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-

Step4: Update cats positions applying seeking mode and tracing mode
processes according to the cat stay assignments.

-

Step5: Update the cats assignments to seeking mode and tracing mode
according to MR.

-

Step6: Check if the termination criteria reached. If true, terminate the process;
else repeat steps 3 to 5.
7.6.3. Fitness Function Description. In implemented mapping algorithm the

fitness function calculates weighted absolute difference between the sum of RSSI based
rock-to-rock distances and the sum of distances obtained via localization process at each
iteration. The equation (11) provides the fitness function details.
Adaptive weighting coefficient Wij given by the equation (12) defines priority for
closely located Smart Rocks, as they are associated with higher quality of RSSI to
distance conversion. Thus, difference in distances between further located rocks would
impact the fitness results less, as compared to the difference between close located rocks.

nRocks nRocks
ij

FitnessP =

RSSI
ij

∑ ∑ W (D
i =1

− DijPSOP )2

j =i

(nRocks 2 − nRocks) / 2

Wij =

(11)

RSSI ij
MaxRSSI

(12)

In the listed equations nRocks is the number of rocks in the network; Wij is an
optional weight coefficient for pair of rocks [i and j]; Dij is the distance between the pair
of rocks [i and j] for RSSI-based reference (RSSI upper index) and localization result
(PSO upper index); MaxRSSI is maximum RSSI reading obtained from the whole Smart
Rock Network data exchange. In localization process the mapping algorithm is run in a
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few trials - with and without utilization of the adaptive weight, then the best mapping
results are stored and reported.
7.7. LABORATORY TESTS FOR THE MAPPING SCHEME
Laboratory tests were performed with 7 Smart Rock electronic bases forming a
wireless sensors network. The electronic bases were not encapsulated in the heavy
concrete shells, and represented by the plastic buckets with embedded transmitting coil,
electronic control board and the battery. Care was taken to assemble each electronic base
unit in the same manner; however, there are reasonable unit-to-unit variations in the
assembly. In these tests SPPSO bases localization algorithm was utilized.
7.7.1. RSSI Calibration / Nodes Tuning Check. Due to manual mechanical
construction and tuning/control components tolerances it is not possible to guarantee
exactly the same transmitting and receiving characteristics among all the nodes.
To validate similar performance of the network nodes multiple calibration curves
(RSSI vs. distance) were recorded for each node in the network. First, the tests were
conducted in an indoor environment in empty room of ~ [7m x 5m] size along the
diagonal line placing the electronic base units in the floor. Figure 7.31 shows the 7 m
long path for calibration with marks spaced by 50 cm, and a pair of Smart Rock
electronic bases during a calibration trial. Each unit is elevated by ~30 cm from the floor
by an empty bucket spacer to reduce environmental impact of the room floor on the
antenna tuning. The same spacers are later used in mapping test cases. Figure 7.32 shows
results of calibration curves acquisition for 16 tests with different transmitting / receiving
rock pairs. The data obtained from different rock pairs is very consistent. In tested
configuration the maximum RSSI reading occurs at 1.5 m distance – rocks moved closer
result in the same RSSI register reading of ‘31’. At distances over 6 meters the receiving
rock is located to close to the room wall, which causes increase of the RSSI. Similar
environmental effect can occur at a bridge site. Thus distances range [1.5 m : 6.0 m]
provides good monotonic RSSI/distance conversion.
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Figure 7.31 Calibration path (left), and a pair of rocks during calibration trial (right)

Figure 7.32 RSSI to distance calibration curves for the indoor testing

The mapping is performed utilizng SPPSO implementation. Table 7.7 provides
specific parameters of the optimization algorithm used during the trials. Mapping of the
Smat Rock network units was performed in 2D, for 7 Smart Rock units, thus resulting in
the problem space dimensions of 14 (X,Y coordinates for 7 nodes).
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Table 7.7. SPPSO parameters
Number of particles

7

Number of iterations in epoch

50

Number of trials

50

Dimensions

14

W

0.9

C1

1.9

C2

2.1

7.7.2. Indoor Short-Range Test of Smart Rock Network Localization. Ten test
cases were considered in the indoor short-range Smart Rock network tests with seven
nodes.
Figure 7.33, Figure 7.34, Figure 7.35, Figure 7.36, and Figure 7.37 show the
considered network distribution shapes.
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Figure 7.34 Network shapes 3 and 4
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Figure 7.35 Network shapes 5 and 6
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Figure 7.36 Network shapes 7 and 8
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Test 9
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Figure 7.37 Network shapes 9 and 10

The listed network distribution shapes were selected with purpose to provide
specific characteristics for the Smart Rock locations, and test mapping algorithm
robustness for the special cases: uniformity tests (unit-to-unit RSSI variation, function of
both TX and RX antenna tuning, and TX antenna current), special resolution tests, small
topographical change tests, RSSI out-of-range readings test, network density effects test.
Specifically the tests are targeted for:
-

Shape 1 - the center rock ‘F’ is almost on the same distance from all the rocks
(uniformity test).

-

Shape 2 - the rocks form a regular grid with non-uniform step-size along the axes:
2 m step along Y coordinate and 1.75 m step along X coordinate (resolution test).

-

Shape 3 - symmetric shape along Y axis (uniformity test)

-

Shape 4 - another symmetric shape along Y axis (uniformity test)

-

Shape 5 - this shape repeats the Shape 4, however the two rocks – ‘B’ and ‘C’ are
moved. This models a partial soil movement case in Smart Rock bridge
application.

-

Shapes 6, 7, 8 - the sparse network of the rocks, in which the two rocks ‘F’ and ‘E’
are moving from the group ‘D’, ‘H’ towards group ‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’ (density effects
test).

-

Shape 9 - two crossing lines – rocks ‘A’, ‘E’, ‘B’, ‘D’, ‘H’ and rocks ‘F’, ‘B’, ‘C’.
Every direct neighbor in the 5-nodes line is in range of Max RSSI reading (‘31’).
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-

Shape 10 - the rocks ‘B’, ‘C’, ‘D’, ‘E’, ‘F’, ‘H’ form a triangle in which rocks are
mostly located too close to each other – at 1.25 m distance, which is out of
calibration range. The rock ‘A’ stays aside at 1.5 m distance. Every rock in this
network has at least two neighbors with Max RSSI reading (‘31’).
Due to low resolution of the RSSI acquisition (5 bits, 2 dB step), rock-to-rock

tuning variation and environmental effect in the test site (room walls / floor) the mutual
distances table obtained for the rocks network is not precise. With known actual distances
set up in the tests, the error in RSSI to distance conversion can be calculated. For the
laboratory tests the average distance error for each rock was calculated and is listed in
following sections quality estimate tables.
Figure 7.38 shows the network shape and the localization results for case ‘1’.
Table 7.8 provides the mapping quality estimates for the case ‘1’.
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Figure 7.38 Network shape 1 photo (left), and localization result (right)

Table 7.8. Test case 1 mapping quality estimates
RSSI to Distance conversion quality - average error for each rock [cm]
Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

Error [cm]

9

13

8

12

11

4

15

Maximum rock location error [cm]
Average rock location error [cm]

6
3
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Figure 7.39 shows the network shape and the localization results for case ‘2’.
Table 7.9 provides the mapping quality estimates for the case ‘2’.
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Figure 7.39 Network shape 2 photo (left), and localization result (right)

Table 7.9. Test case 2 mapping quality estimates
RSSI to Distance conversion quality - average error for each rock [cm]
Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

Error [cm]

8

9

7

9

2

11

12

Maximum rock location error [cm]
Average rock location error [cm]

6
3

Figure 7.40 shows the network shape and the localization results for case ‘3’.
Table 7.10 provides the mapping quality estimates for the case ‘3’.
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Figure 7.40 Network shape 3 photo (left), and localization result (right)

Table 7.10. Test case 3 mapping quality estimates
RSSI to Distance conversion quality - average error for each rock [cm]
Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

Error [cm]

15

11

8

8

5

11

18

Maximum rock location error [cm]
Average rock location error [cm]

10
7

Figure 7.41 shows the network shape and the localization results for case ‘4’.
Table 7.11 provides the mapping quality estimates for the case ‘4’. Figure 7.42 shows the
network shape and the localization results for case ‘5’. Table 7.12 provides the mapping
quality estimates for the case ‘5’.
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Figure 7.41 Network shape 4 photo (left), and localization result (right)

Table 7.11. Test case 4 mapping quality estimates
RSSI to Distance conversion quality - average error for each rock [cm]
Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

Error [cm]

41

10

23

20

7

18

22

Maximum rock location error [cm]
Average rock location error [cm]

31
12
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Figure 7.42 Network shape 5 photo (left), and localization result (right)
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Table 7.12. Test case 5 mapping quality estimates
RSSI to Distance conversion quality - average error for each rock [cm]
Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

Error [cm]

41

16

18

17

6

20

26

Maximum rock location error [cm]
Average rock location error [cm]

13
6

Figure 7.43 shows the network shape and the localization results for case ‘6’.
Table 7.13 provides the mapping quality estimates for the case ‘6’.
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Figure 7.43 Network shape 6 photo (left), and localization result (right)

Table 7.13. Test case 6 mapping quality estimates
RSSI to Distance conversion quality - average error for each rock [cm]
Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

Error [cm]

57

24

10

29

7

20

27

Maximum rock location error [cm]
Average rock location error [cm]

55
23
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Figure 7.44 shows the network shape and the localization results for case ‘7’.
Table 7.14 provides the mapping quality estimates for the case ‘7’.
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Figure 7.44 Network shape 7 photo (left), and localization result (right)

Table 7.14. Test case 7 mapping quality estimates
RSSI to Distance conversion quality - average error for each rock [cm]
Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

Error [cm]

48

28

13

34

19

21

32

Maximum rock location error [cm]
Average rock location error [cm]

24
14

Figure 7.45 shows the network shape and the localization results for case ‘8’.
Table 7.15 provides the mapping quality estimates for the case ‘8’.
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Figure 7.45 Network shape 8 photo (left), and localization result (right)

Table 7.15. Test case 8 mapping quality estimates
RSSI to Distance conversion quality - average error for each rock [cm]
Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

Error [cm]

47

23

9

37

23

8

36

Maximum rock location error [cm]
Average rock location error [cm]

33
18

Figure 7.46 shows the network shape and the localization results for case ‘9’.
Table 7.16 provides the mapping quality estimates for the case ‘9’.
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Figure 7.46 Network shape 9 photo (left), and localization result (right)

Table 7.16. Test case 9 mapping quality estimates
RSSI to Distance conversion quality - average error for each rock [cm]
Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

Error [cm]

28

6

15

16

16

14

27

Maximum rock location error [cm]
Average rock location error [cm]

18
11

Figure 7.47 shows the network shape and the localization results for case ‘10’.
Table 7.17 provides the mapping quality estimates for the case ‘10’.
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Figure 7.47 Network shape 10 photo (left), and localization result (right)
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Table 7.17. Test case 10 mapping quality estimates
RSSI to Distance conversion quality - average error for each rock [cm]
Rock

A

B

C

D

E

F

H

Error [cm]

4

16

12

9

11

14

8

Maximum rock location error [cm]
Average rock location error [cm]

21
12

7.7.3. Outdoor Longer-Range Smart Rock Network Mapping Tests. Next, the
mapping tests were performed outdoor at the parking lot of Missouri S&T EMC
Laboratory.
The Smart Rock sensors were configured to operate with higher quality factor of
the antenna, thus increasing the communication range up to 40 meters in co-planar
orientation of the antennas (parallel to the ground), and up to 55 meters in co-axial
orientation of antennas. Figure 7.48 shows photos of the outdoor calibration setup, and
the obtained calibration curves for both co-planar and co-axial mutual orientations of the
antennas in the Smart Rock pair. The distance uncertanty introduced by the quantization
levels can clearly be seen.

Figure 7.48 Photo of the calibration procedure test setup (left); RSSI to distance
calibration curves for the outdoor testing (right)
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A few test configurations with relatively dense Smart Rock nodes locations were
tested for mapping in the spacial area of over 200 square meters (12m x 20m). Figure
7.49 shows photos of two considered cases. Figure 7.50 shows corresponding mapping
results.

Figure 7.49 Photo of the outdoor tests: case 1 (left), case 2(right)
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Figure 7.50 Mapping results: test 1 (left), test 2 (center), test 3 (right)

In the first three tests performed maximum distance between the rocks was
14.8 m, which is about twice as large as the maximum distance in the indoor room tests.
Maximum rock mapping location errors are: case 1: 80 cm; case 2: 71 cm; case 3: 90 cm.
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Next, a sparse network configuration was tested with maximum rock-to-rock
distance of over 20 meters. Figure 7.51 shows the photo of the outdoor test 4, and the
corresponding mapping results.
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Figure 7.51 Photo of the outdoor test case 4 (left), and localization result (right)

In test 4 rocks ‘F’ and ‘H’ are located over 15 m away from the rocks ‘A’, ‘B’,
and ‘C’. As discussed earlier, the RSSI readings at larger distances are less accurate.
Also, as the network configuration is sparse, there are not enough good accuracy mutual
RSSI data points available for these rocks. As the result the rocks F and H are
significantly displaced in localization map, while rest of the rocks are relatively well
localized. To increase mapping accuracy the RSSI resolution, especially at larger
distances, needs to be improved. This can be achieved either by implementing better
RSSI detector, or attempted by processing multiple RSSI readings for the same rocks
obtained with different transmitter power levels. The Smart Rock v.3 electronic board
design includes the current-controlling transmitter / antenna driver component Atmel
ATA 5276, which can be configured from the microcontroller embedded code. While
potentially providing better RSSI resolution, this scheme would require multiple
communication sessions to be performed between the rock-pairs, which would lead to
increased power consumption.
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7.7.4. Laboratory Tests Conclusions. Performed laboratory tests in both indoor
and outdoor environment with realistic Smart Rock distribution area scale and number of
nodes demonstrated and validated:
-

Successful implementation of the Smart Rock Network communication and
rock-to-rock mutual RSSI acquisition

-

Stable hardware operation with number of assembled units, providing little
unit-to-unit performance variation

-

Good localization accuracy of the implemented SPPSO-based mapping
algorithm

-

Large rock-to-rock communication distance of up-to 55 meters

-

5 bit quantization of RSSI reading is not sufficient for sparse / large area of
Smart Rock sensors distribution

7.8. DEVELOPMENT OF THE SMART ROCKS MAPPING WITH
OMNIDIRECTIONAL ANTENNAS
7.8.1. Multi-Coil Antenna Analysis. The laboratory tests considered single
orientation of all the Smart Rocks – with the coil antennas being parallel to the ground.
In practice, even if initial deployment of the Smart Rocks near bridge pillar will
be performed in fixed orientation, the developing scour would rotate the rocks arbitrary,
thus affecting RSSI reading and distance estimation accuracy. With known Smart Rock
orientation based on accelerometer and magnetometer data, corresponding compensation
can be implemented to improve the distance estimate, however, polarization loss
introduced by the misalignment can cause significant communication range decrease.
Thus, further development of the antenna structure to operate at arbitrary rotation
of the Smart Rock was required. A multi-coil antenna model with three independently
processed coil outputs was introduced for Smart Rock application. Figure 7.52 shows the
model of three-coil antenna in co-centric orientation, which minimizes mutual coupling
(and desense/detune effects) between the coils.
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Figure 7.52 Concept of a multi-coil receiver antenna for Smart Rock application (left),
and simulation model (right)

The multi-coil transceiver structure was experimentally and theoretically analyzed
in [54], [55], and proposed for structural health monitoring applications in [56]. In this
dissertation the multi-coil Smart Rock antenna is only considered in simulation, with fullwave modeling utilizing Method of Moments solver. As the coils are arranged in the cocentric mutual orientation they slightly differ in radius, and correspondingly in
inductance. Simulation with EMCoS Static 3D solver resulted in the following
inductance values for the three coils (with the difference over 10%), and associated
resonant capacitor tune, ranged from the larger to the smaller coil:
-

Coil 1: 346 uH, requires 4.7 nF

-

Coil 2: 324 uH, requires 5.0 nF

-

Coil 3: 301 uH, requires 5.4 nF.
Figure 7.53 shows all three antennas input impedance curves when they are tuned

with the ideal value caps (and 1 KOhm antenna damping), and detune if individual
antennas if the same 4.7 nF capacitance value is applied to all the coils. In this case
antenna tuned resonance ranges from 125 KHz to 133 KHz, and the antenna input
impedance at 125 KHz varies by 1.5 dB, which could introduce additional uncertainty to
RSSI to distance conversion. For further simulations, each coil is tuned with ideal
capacitor value. Receiving properties of the three-coil RX-antenna were tested by
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utilizing a fixed impressed current source transmitter and performing random rotation of
the RX-antenna.

Figure 7.53 Multi-coil antenna input impedance: ideal tune (left), same
capacitance tune (right)

The tests were conducted with two orientations of the TX-source – facing the RX
antenna in co-axial orientation, and staying aside in co-planar orientation to the RXantenna center. Figure 7.54 shows corresponding simulation model views. The tests were
conducted varying the distance between the TX and RX from1 to 50 meters with 50 cm
steps. At each distance the RX antenna was rotated randomly 100 times, and induced
voltage in each of the three receiver coil ports was recorded.
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Figure 7.54 RX antenna arbitrary rotation models: co-Axial test case (left), co-planar testcase (right)

Figure 7.55 shows induced voltage at every port and maximum voltage envelope
for each case in random rotation for the closest and furthest displaced antennas – 1 m and
50 m distance – in co-axial and co-planar configurations. While individual readings from
the three RX-coils vary in range of ~40-50 dB, the maximum value through the 100
rotations stays in the range of ~4-5 dB only, validating almost omnidirectional receiving
properties of the antenna. Co-axial orientation of the TX coil and randomly rotated
Three-Coils Receiver tends to have ~2-3 dB higher coupling as compared to co-planar
mutual orientation.
Figure 7.56 shows the best (maximum) readings on the three RX-coil outputs for
every rotational step and separation distance, demonstrating the stable behavior in all the
configurations
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Figure 7.55 RX-coils output: co-axial test-case (left), co-planar test-case (right)

Figure 7.56 Three-port best reading graphs for co-axial test case (left), and for co-planar
test case (right)

Figure 7.57 shows averaged RSSI-to-distance calibration curves obtained by
processing described random rotation cases; both curves demonstrate smooth behavior.
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Figure 7.57 Average RSSI-to-distance calibration curve for co-axial case (left), and for
co-planar test-case (right)

Next, the fixed transmitting impressed current source was replaced by another
three-coil rock antenna model. Both TX and RX rocks were randomly rotated, and
distance variation tests performed similarly to the previous case. Figure 7.58 shows two
examples of randomly rotated TX and RX rock models. Figure 7.59 shows the best and
each RX-coil output reading. The general behavior stays same as in the cases with fixed
TX antenna, but the range of best values increased to ~8-9 dB.
Figure 7.60 shows the curves of minimum, maximum, and average RSSI reading
vs. rock-to-rock distance for two randomly rotated three-coil rock antennas. The RSSI
value min-max spread goes high up-to 9 dB, which causes very large uncertainty in
distance between the rocks for the certain RSSI reading. For example -60 dB reading can
correspond to range of [8.5:11.5] m; -85 dB can correspond to range of [18.5: 26.5] m;
for lower RSSI reading the distance uncertainty is even larger.
In these tests, only one of the coils in the transmitting rock was excited, while
other two coils were passive. In the actual Smart Rock electronic board the RSSI
processing component can directly handle three antenna ports in parallel; however, to
activate each of the antennas in transmitting configuration would be challenging, and
require changes in the electronic circuit design. Additionally, utilizing three transmitters
in parallel, or in series, would increase power consumption at least three times. Thus, it is
beneficial from simplicity and power efficacy point of view to use only one TX antenna,
but three receiving coils. It can be expected, that if each TX antenna is activated, and RX
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unit processes the three-channel received signals three times the RSSI-to-distance
conversion value spread to be significantly decreased. In future, this can be considered as
a trade-off for choosing a priority of localization accuracy vs. power consumption.

Figure 7.58 Random rotation of the TX and RX rock models – sample 1 / 100 (left),
sample 2/100 (right)

Figure 7.59 Three-port best reading graphs
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Figure 7.60 RSSI-to-distance calibration curves

7.8.2. Localization Tests for Arbitrarily Rotated Smart Rocks. Next, the
localization algorithms were tested for several cases with arbitrary rotated sensor nodes in
the Smart Rock Network. As the actual dynamic range of the RSSI processing component
in Smart Rock electronics is 60 dB, the distance range of Smart Rock distribution was
limited to 20 m. Figure 7.61 shows RSSI-to-distance calibration curve in ~100 dB
[1:50 m], and 60 dB dynamic range [2:20 m].

Figure 7.61 RSSI-to-distance calibration curves with limited dynamic range
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Six distribution shapes for the Smart Rock Network were considered in these
trials, ranging from 10 to 22 sensor nodes deployment. For every case 20 configurations
were tested with random rotation of each participating rock module. Maximum and
average localization errors for every test were recorded.
Figure 7.62 shows mapping results for the cases ‘1’ and ‘2’. The red circles show
actual locations of the Smart Rocks, the black circles show overlapped results of 20
mapping simulations. Figure 7.63 shows the rock location uncertainty for the cases ‘1’
and ‘2’. The bright filled areas for every rock show the radius of maximum location error
observed in 20 random rotated configuration mapping simulations. Figure 7.64 provides
details on maximum and average rock location error for mapping results of every random
rotational simulation trial for cases ‘1’ and ‘2’.

Figure 7.62 Mapping results: case 1 (left), case 2 (right)
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Figure 7.63 Location uncertainty: case 1 (left), case 2 (right)

Figure 7.64 Rock location error: case 1 (left), case 2 (right)

Figure 7.65 shows mapping results for the cases ‘3’ and ‘4’. Figure 7.66 shows
the rock location uncertainty for the cases ‘3’ and ‘4’. Figure 7.67 shows maximum and
average rock location error for cases ‘3’ and ‘4’.
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Figure 7.65 Mapping results: case 3 (left), case 4 (right)

Figure 7.66 Location uncertainty: case 3 (left), case 4 (right)

Figure 7.67 Rock location error: case 3 (left), case 4 (right)
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Figure 7.68 shows mapping results for the cases ‘5’ and ‘6’. Figure 7.69 shows
the rock location uncertainty for the cases ‘3’ and ‘4’. Figure 7.70 shows maximum and
average rock location error for cases ‘3’ and ‘4’.

Figure 7.68 Mapping results: case 5 (left), case 6 (right)

Figure 7.69 Location uncertainty: case 5 (left), case 6 (right)
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Figure 7.70 Rock location error: case 5 (left), case 6 (right)

For the present figures it can be observed that average location error for the
considered Smart Rock Network configurations with arbitrary rotated sensor nodes stays
below 50 cm in most cases and trials with just a few exceptions. Location uncertainty
plots also demonstrate that the largest uncertainty is associated with the Smart Rocks at
the outer range of the spatial distribution, which is similar to the observations from the
larger-scale outdoor experimental tests reported in previous section and is related to
RSSI-to-distance conversion uncertainty at larger distances. Location accuracy is higher
for the Smart Rocks surrounded by larger number of neighboring rocks as compared to
the ones at the periphery.
Presented results demonstrate good quality of mapping and localization achieved
using computational intelligence methods for the large groups of the sensors (which
results in increased dimension of the optimization problem search space) with arbitrarily
3D rotational orientations.
The same configurations of the Smart Rock Network distributions with randomly
rotated three-coil antennas were tested for mapping using Cat Swarm Optimization, as
the earlier reference papers demonstrated CSO outperforming PSO in number of
applications. In performed tests, the implemented SPPSO with adaptive weights control
consistently demonstrated faster convergence. Figure 7.71 shows example of mapping
results for the case 3 obtained with CSO (green rocks), referenced to the actual locations
(black rocks). Figure 7.72 shows typical fitness behavior vs. number of iterations.
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Figure 7.71 Case 3: mapping results using CSO optimization method

Figure 7.72 Convergence of SPPSO and CSO methods for the case 3

Comparing SPPSO with adaptive weight function with CSO with adaptive weight
function, it can be seen that in Smart Rock Network localization application the SPPSO
outperformed the CSO implementation. The case 3 maps 20 rocks localization, thus the
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optimization is performed in 40D solution space. The CSO method demonstrated more
monotonic convergence, while PSO demonstrated quicker fitness minimization. In
SPPSO tests there were used 20 particles, and in CSO tests there were used 20 cats, with
0.7 mixture ratio, setting 14 out of 20 cats in seeking mode. The CSO is more
computationally expensive, as there are more fitness function evaluations performed at
every iteration. Each seeking cats analyses 5 positions (including current); at each
iteration there are 6 fitness evaluations for Tracing cats and 14*5 = 75 fitness evaluations
for seeking cats, total 81 fitness evaluations for CSO, vs. 20 fitness evaluation (a single
evaluation per particle) for PSO. Thus, the implemented SPPSO outperformed the CSO
method with significantly smaller number of fitness evaluations.
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8. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK

This section provide brief summary of the dissertation, innovation and
contribution highlight, and recommended future works directions.
8.1. BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE DISSERTATION
The dissertation described conceptual development, practical implementation,
laboratory and field-testing of Smart Rock Network operation with Mutual RSSI
acquisition.

Performed

tests

demonstrate

stable

hardware/software

operation.

Implemented computational intelligence based mapping algorithm utilizing SPPSO
method was validated with good localization accuracy. Smart Rock Network rock-to-rock
communication tested in distances up to 55 meters. In field tests several Smart Rock
sensors were deployed underwater and for a few months, and experienced major flood
event. The sensors have proven solid mechanical stability and high electronic reliability.
Modeling based analysis of the sensors arbitrary spatial orientation effect on mapping /
localization algorithm was performed. Design challenges for further development and
system enhancement are discussed, and possible solutions proposed.
8.2. INNOVATION AND CONTRIBUTION HIGHLIGHT
The major contributions of this dissertation are:
-

The design, testing, and analysis of novel low-cost set of sensors for bridge
scour monitoring;

-

The design and evaluation of the embedded electronic circuits, multichannel
control base stations, and the communication link for underwater applications;

-

The laboratory and field-tested, proof-of-concept system prototype with
multiple sensor nodes, base station, and tuned antennas;

-

The localization / mapping algorithms, based on Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) processing of the pier-to-pier communication between the distributed
sensors network
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A patent application for Smart Rock design and scour monitoring application was
filed. The patent application details follow: US20130091939 A1, Published. Application
number US 13/693,139. Publication date Apr 18, 2013. G. Chen, D. Pommerenke, Z.
Zhou, Y. Huang, A. Radchenko “Sensors for integrated monitoring and mitigation of
erosion”.
8.3. RECOMMENDED FUTURE WORK
Reported experimental and modeling results for Smart Rock Network application
in bridge scour monitoring provide solid prove of concept, and build the foundation for
further system enhancement and extension, in hardware design, software design and new
application fields.
Present hardware challenges in Smart Rock hardware design include:
-

Limited range and resolution of on-board RSSI estimation.
This can be overcome by using an extended version of the receiver IC which
offers an analog RSSI output.

-

Detuning of antennas due to presence of ground/batteries/external structures.
This can be overcome by using the receiver’s internal tuning capacitances for the
receive case, and a current measurement or control for the transmit case.

-

Antennas misalignment (PLF) in communication channel.
This can be compensated, as the absolute orientation of the rock is known due to
the measurement of the gravitational field.

-

Flipping magnet extension scaling for larger magnet size.
Mechanical and electrical design updates are needed, as larger scale magnet
would require higher power consumption for the flip operations and have larger
associated inertia, which could slow-down communication baud rate.

-

Pressure sensor data processing for accurate depth estimation.
The pressure sensor readings are susceptible to air-pressure changes on a bridge
site location. A possible solution to compensate for natural air-pressure changes is
to install an additional Smart Rock with a pressure sensor under a bridge surface
over water (in open air environment). Thus, readings from the same sensors over
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and under water can be processed together for effective compensation of the air
pressure changes.
-

Smart Rock to Base Station communication distance extension.
This can be achieved integrating a battery powered pre-amplifier directly at the
receiving antenna output connection, avoiding signal degradation due to antenna
detune/loading by a long coaxial cable. Additionally alternative receiver antenna
models can be evaluated. Update of the Smart Rock embedded antenna with more
turns coil can also be applied.
Present software challenges include:

-

Inter-rock communication network protocol optimization / extension

-

Use of gyroscope sensor for movement path recovery / improvement of
orientation determination.
Future works should include the following main directions:

-

Localization algorithms extension with antenna / channel losses compensation.

-

Base Station GUI software implementation.

-

Digital Signal Processing hardware integration into Base Station system.

-

Testing and tuning of the system for best efficiency.
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